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Tlie Republicans of Jay at their caucus on
the 2id inst., nominated Rev. Cornelius Stone
for candidate for Representative to the
Legislature, from tlie liisirict composed of Jay,
Wilton, Carthage and Washington Plantation,
formerly No. 4.
Mr. Stone is a gentleman of strict integrity,
of high attainments and moral worth. There
can be no question but that he will sen e the
district and State with honor to himself, and
his constituents with fidelity.
Tlie Republican Town Committee of
Jay
for tlie ensuing year are Joseph Coveil, Enos
Andrew
Linscott.
Phlnney,

Powxai..—At a Town Meeting held in PowAug. 23d, Benjamin True, Esq. was chosen
Moderator.
The town voted to pay a bounty of twenty
dollars to each volunteer that would enlist to
make up the town's quota for nine months’
men. after which the town resolved itself into

Rates oC Advertising::

meeting. Patriotic remarks were > le
many of the citizens of the town.
A committee of one from each school district was raised to solicit subscriptions to aid
those who will enlist in the service of their
country and protect those blessed institutions
a mass

by

under which

cents.

made to add $80 to the
to each individual who
should come forward and enlist. Fourteen
of the men came forward on the
spot.
A proposition was made by Mr. F. Blackstone that he would be one of fifty to
pledge
himself that the money to make up the subscription would lie forthcoming, and eleven
names were
pledged on the spot.
The quota of tlie town is eighteen.

or All communications intended for the paper
should be directed to the *'Editors qf the Press,” and
those of a business character to the Publishers.

D. L. L.

Corrcqxmilence of the Press.
Letter from a Lady.

IF*The Portland Daily and Maine State
Office, in Fox Block, No. 82} Exchange
Street, is open at all hours daring the day and evefrom
7 o’clock in the morning to 9 in the
ning,
Press

Printing of every description executed
business pertaining to the ofon

application

stant reader of the Press for two
months, and
I grow more attached to it
every day. Gloucester is a flourishing
farming town. The
Lower Comer is a fine place for summer resort, and Gloucester Upper Corner has some

as

above.

COMMUNICATIONS.

(stay

sumed

by

in

sight

us

often to the

strength

Ragwith

at -the water of the
Canal boat has passed, and
you can form some faint idea of the water of
the Mississippi, every time we take a drink of

loving
waiting patiently for their return. God
grant us victory! And there is one other (my
pen falters its 1 write) dearer still to me, that
I fear I may never see. But I ain
content;—
lie is fighting to gain a home of freedom.

here would call them Yankee Rivers. To one
fresh from the woods of Maine, one who has

city

dear

like a

weather has been hot here this

think

we can

word, where

Long

I

summer.

enough

keep

people alive, and
they arc reduced
value, and Uprse
Railroad tickets for small change; these minor
ilia and the more startling one that at the time
the Federal army first took possession of the
the city, many of the citizens were in a state
of actual starvation, and there are
many people to-day who were it not for the U. S. Govt,
would actually starve, all these ills can be
traced to one single, simple cause—secession.
We know that a people fighting to free themselves from a hated tyranny, will suffer much,
and long, but who of us believe that such sufferings as these people have endured, have not
long ago convinced them of the folly of breaking up this “the best government the world
ever saw.” Having had some chance to
judge
of the feeling of the working class of the
city,
1 am constrained to say that they as a class
toveu me cousuiuuon

PAPERHANGING

WAREHOUSE !
Blank Books

variety

of every

arm love a still.

St. Joseph Railroad
Comjiatiy a large tract of land in Northern Missouri,
adjoining the flourishing town or Hamilton. Caldwell
County, for farming and manufacturing purposes,

of

style

and finish.

From

by calling
EDWARD SHAW, Agcal,
102 Middle Street, Portland.

our

long

Of

every variety, quality and price, embracing all
styles of gold papers manufactured, together with a full stock of Satins, mini Sums and comthe various

papers—the largest

mon

that it could be leveled with the
in a few hours.

it,

Regiment
Regiment in

56

&

favorably

augtdif

No. 27 Union Street,

;

On Hand.

A

with any

CONSTANT supply of licet Extra I)np Gold
Ecaf, and at law rah* at
26 Market Square.

(Opposite

atock in t hie department D complete, comprising every article used in the art.
MORRISON k CO.,
26, Market Square.

OUR

my.

Of our officers, I will only say we could not I
Juno24dtfw3t_
pick a better set of officers anywhere. Our
Old Frames Rc-4>ilt,
Regiment has met with a severe loss in losing
renewed by
And
MORRISON
our Major Hastings, who has returned home

Ik

I'ELEU

BARKEh,

je28dtf

•••Particular

AND DKALER8 IN

SIGN

nu

THO*..

MIDDLE

Hair w.r Dawa Will.w Strrri.

No. 117 Middle Street,

JOHN B. BROWN A SONS,

Aug.

Portland,

__

DR. C. II. OSGOOD,

Je23dtf

•Vo. 8

DEALERS IN-

Corn, Flour and Grain,

NEW RECRUITS WANTED!

R.

I—

THOMPSON,

Importer and

Marble Chimney Pieces, Monumental Work and
Grindstones.

tritainia Ware, Title
And

Corner of Pearl and Federal Sts..

GREAT EXCITEMENT

Je28tf

PORTLAND, ME.

BVftLEI6H’S, Steam Engines, Steam Boilers,
AM EVERT DESCRIPTION OF IACRINEKT,

163 Middle Street.

Steam

Cocks, Valves, Pipes and Connections, Wholesale

or

GOODS,

Of every description,

Retail.

GAS FITTING,
best

manner.

Works 0 Union St., and 333 & 335 Fore St.,
JnUdtf
PORTLAND, ME.

h: ANSO

EOR SALE AT BURLEIGH’S.

AND

Olotliing-

selling, regardless of Cost,

AT BURLEIGH'S.

X,

Commission

a

ii.i.Tirijin,

Merchants,

For officers, made to order, from the best material,

prices.

Block,

DOLE

WORK,
to order and warranted

A

Js's

TOPSHAM,

cut wants.
Those commencing housekeeping can obtain a complete outtit at tliis establishment, without the trouble
and loss of time usually attending a selection of this
kind: and the subscriber is confident that, combining
as be does the various branches of
houso-furmshing
business, he can offer goods at prices that will not
fail of proving satisfactory on examination.

138 and 140 Middle Street. Portland.
June

23,1852.

dtf

WILLIAM

snstained the honor of old

Maine.

PEARCE,
PLUMBER,
-MAKER OF-

Brigadier General Williams, was killed in the
fight, his hotly brought to this city, funeral services held, and escorted to the steamer and
sent North; he is mourned as a brave and
gallant officer. While the fight was going on
upon the land, the Rebel Ram
Arkansas, was at- |
tacked by the Essex and totally distroyed. So
ends one of the great
hopes of the rebels in this
city, niay they all end likewise, as we arc nearly through the sickly season and as yet all is
We think our friends need not he so
anxious about us but remember we are “in the
hands of him who doeth all
things well.”
With much respect, I am yours,
J. A. D.

Gentlemen’s
-Ever offered in

Patron a,
Hon. W. W. Thomas, Alavor, Portland.
A. Spring, Esq.,
8. C. Blanchard, Esq., Yarmouth.
Hon. J. W. Bradbury, Augusta.
Jones p. Y'cazic, Esq., Bangor.
Capt. C. H. Soule, Fn-cport.
Young, Esq., Ottawa, C. W.
W m. Jarvis, Km|.v Castine.
Prof. C. E. Stowe, Andover, Mass.

J>*vi

Watch Found.
the Pic Nic

Grounds, m ar this Village, The
have the same by proving property
B. D. FARKIIAM
augl6d8tAwit

paving charges.
Sabattisville, Aug. 16, 18C2.

Board,
or

on

No. 99

July 30,

1861.

FEDERAL STREET.
codlm

com-

uience on

advantage*

excellent.
and every

be

cau

as

obtainod at_

rr

Ifc'H

£*•!'

IB,

For references and further

information, send fora

to

T. TRUE, M. A..

Proprietor

and
dfcw4wfl

Principal.

The Last Chance

to warrant

can

be

quantity, quality

Buyers will do well
chasing elsewhere, as
rise

on

or

to look at
it

was

-IS AT

promptly

FIRST

160

AT

President and

Directors of the Bath Mutual
THE
Marine Insurance ( ompany give notice that their
Stock amounts

Capital

COST !

STREET,

Where, for thirty days, may be found

an

assort-

Hardware, Cutlery, Glass, Ac.,

EMPIRE

SHUTTLE.

Sept. 1.

entire sat-

FALL TERM of this Institution will comWEDNESDAY, AUGUST 27th, and conweeks.
Board or Instruction.—Rer. S. H. 3IeCol!e«ter, A. M., Principal; C.8. Fobes. A. B
Associate
Principal; Miss E. L. Jordan, Assistant and Teacher
of Music; Mrs. S. F. 31 cl’o lies ter. Assistant; >liss
H. 31. Lyou, Teacher of Ornamental Branches.

THE

or

price, and

retail,

their large and well selected stock of

And solicit a share of public patronage, trusting
that by
the purest chemicals and best stock
of drugs the market affords, and a careful attention
iu the
department, to merit the confidence
of the public.

furnishing
dispensary

jc24tf

F.

THOS. H. POOR.

PARKER,

UPHOLSTERER

will

for cash.

stock before purbought beforo the great

FURNITURE,
Lounges, Bedsteads,

spnrxa-iiEDs,
148

163 Middle Street,
J0S1AH BURLEIGH.

.va ttr eases,

ions. trc., 4rr.

or

Exchange Street, Portland.

exchanged.

Machine

Every

STOKER St

Ju!80d6m

Tuition.

fully

CUTLER,

Common

Warranted.

General

English Branches,..

Higher
Higher English, Latin,

64 00
5 00

•*

Agents.

it GO Middle Street,

08

_Julldtf__PORTLAND. Ml
A NEW COFFIN WAREHOUSE.

Greek and

French,. 6 00
of Instrument,.. 10 00

Music, with the use
Drawing, Painting and Writing, extra.
Board per week, including all but wood and lighta,
62.00 Good room rent, 20cents per week.
All letters of

dersigned.

inquiry

may be

addressed to the

G. 31. STEVENS. Secretary.
Westbrook Semiuary, Aug 11.
8wdfc2tw

has

a

assortment con-

stantly

FEDERAL STREET,

»13d3w

d«iw

Salt.
afloat and

DANA ft CO.

Republic Fire Iuaaraaee Compaar,
Cub Capital aad Surplus $812,000.

Relief Fire Insurance Company*
Of New York.. Cuh Capital aad Surplus, $280 000.

Eqaitable

Fire and Marine Ins. be.,
Or Prortdenee.
PsuricT SmrrHiTv, which ought always to oe the
Jirtt consideration in effecting insurance, i, here offered to the public, at the lowest rates of premium
adopted by found and responsible companies
Office in "Boyd's Building," opposite Poet Office.
June 23.

dkwtf

PORTLAND
Mutual Fire Iniurance Company.

policies upon which »ix premiums have been
free of premium to the

Middle Street.

June 23.
Is an active poison—it kills instantly.
It is easily prepared and used.
There is ho danger of its being mistaken.
It stops locomotion—they cannot get away.
Each sheet will kill a quart of Flies.

D4.MLL CLARKE.

■)i W w I
III" fl"

Itunrnnee Cn*a:

CHARLES HOLDEN, President.
Edward Shaw, Secretary.

of U. S. Hotel, and examine.

Liverpool

Enter Class

or New York.

Ofllre 108

Than
call at

SACKS Liverpool Sail
store for sals by

fullowiug

Those desiring insurance will do well to call and
aacertaiu the terms before iuauriug elsewhere.

city,’

From 15 to 20 Per Cent. Less
they have ever been sold in this place. Please

Portland, Aug. 1.

of the

paid, are renewed annually
policy holder.

A* he does not intend to vary from hi« former
he will sell them
prices before he came to this

No. Ill

Cnhaaffi Ik,

National Insurance Compaay,
Of Boeton.
Cuh Capital and Surplus, $600,000.

pany.
All

manufactured at short notice

INT A SUPERIOR STYLE.

A few doors east

*r

films Company continue to Insure property oa
.1. terms ns favorable as those of any reliable com-

subscriber
opened Warehouse for COFFINS and CASKETS. A large
THE
hand and
on

car.

PORTLAND, ME.,

un-

Ill Federal Street, Portland.

pe Jr-cush-

Hair Mutirmpg renovated. '.Furniture re*
paired and varnished, t hair, re-caned in an im.Second-hand Furniture bought,
proved manner

.old

ELI P TIC.

C MOODY.

Drug Store!

WILLIAM

our

d6m

tinue twelve

SLOAT

FRANKLIN

store, No. 75 Middle Street,
HAVE
(Fox Itlock.) and respectfully invite public at-

tention to

WARREN SPARROW,

Agent

WE STB KOOK SEMIN tBY.

in

the

II8UBAICL

Office II MIMIr.

Jul23-1m__

on

Diuciou:
Wm. Orunmund, G. E. R. Fatten,
Mam'l I Robinson. K. K Harding.
Arthur Sewall.
J. F. Morse.
Lewie Illackruer,
David Fatten.
8. A. Houghton,
J. C. Jaiueeon.
E K. HARDING. Freeideat.
E. C. HYDE, Secretary.
IMf.
d«m

FIRE

sold, to close up the business,

All of which most be

invurmnee

John Fatten,
Other Mows.
M. F. Gannett,
J. II. McLeilan,
Jas. F. Fatten,

Bath, July S.

Sewing-Machines.

make

prepared

principle, agaiu,t marine riak,. not exceeding
010,000 in n*F One Risk.

ment of

CLASS

Merchants,

eodtf

New

to

#300.000;
And that they
to

—

MIDDLE

MUTUAL

OFFICE UNDER THE SAGADAHOCK HOUSE,
FRONT SI RF.rr.

I. II. BECKHAM, Aft’t.

taken

goods.

Portland, July 22, 1862.

BATH

Karine Insurance Company.

mntnal

HARDWARE

before

Drags, Chemicals, Fancy Goods, &c.,

be sold very low, at wholesale

INSURANCE.

The number of scholars will be limited,
attention be givcu for their im-

JOTHB9

Description

EVERY

CKOS MAY & POOR,

AND TRIMMING GOODS
Are unlimited in

|

are

possible

provement.
circular

XT* Frog* Served to Order.
*•* Meal, to Rsuclab Hoarder, at Reduced Ratea.
Open every Sunday from B to 1, and from 1 to i
o'clock.
Je23edtf

ary

OOMIK,

PORTLAND, Me.
DOLE.

CHAS. F. CROSMAN.

Pres't Woods. und faculty of Bowd. Coll.
J 'V. Chickering, Ii. D., Portland.
< buries A. laird,
*•
K*q.,
Rev. Wooster Parker, Belfast.
lion. J L. Culler. Augusta.
juI19MWAS6w

Small Families,
Single Gentlemen
I^oR
obtained
rcaaonablo terms, at

YEAR of this

SECOND
School will
THE
Tuesday, Sept. 2d, 1862.
The
for instruction in this school

-TO rrRCHASK-

finrf Silver Plated Cocks.
of Water Fixture for Dwelling Houses, Hotels, Public Buildings, Ships, Ac.,
arranged and set up in the best manner, ana all orders in town or country faithfully executed. All
kinds of Jobbing
attended to.
('onstantlv on hand. Lead Pipes and Sheet Lead,
and Beer Pumps of all kinds.
juhSfcilv

P. t'hamplin.

June 23.

OUR STOCK OF CLOTHS

Up Pi rmis*ion.

owner can

Maine,

All of which will be sold so
isfaction to the purchaser.

••

ON

Furnishing Goods,

BURLEIGH’S,

HKFEKEKCIP:

and

dtf

HIGHLAND BOARDING-SCHOOL
FOR 1JOYS,
IN BETHEL, MAINE.

Bethel. July 25th

No. 5 Galt Block Commercial Street,

ANDREW T.

WARREN JOHNSON, M. A., Principal.

General

well.

MAINE.

CLOTHING,

FALL

weeks.
For “Circulars.” Ac., please address the
Principal.
Parents are cordially invited to visit the school.

one

Butler has ordered them to have the words
Baton Bouge upon their flag; their loss was between seventy and eighty killed and wounded.

*

READY-MADE

TERM of this higblv successful school
will begin Sept. 10th, 1862, and continue
twenty-

THE
;

Served to order.

N.

A.

FLOUR, CORN AND PRODUCE,

and best selected stock of

AND-

Since the above was

written, we have had
news of a fight at Baton Rouge, the rebels outnumbered our force and had every advantage,
but were repulsed with severe loss. The 14th
Maine, were in the front of the fight, and nobly

largest

of the Season

Served ap at all boon.
TURTLE SOUP, TUESDAY AXD FRIDAY.

PINE APPLE LEMONADE,
STRAWBERRY LEMONADE.

mence

The

Every Delicacy

•,*Coat and vest makers wanted.
Portland, June 23. 1862.

MOODY,

Commission

PORTLAND, MB.

ROBINSON, Proprietor.

fITHE attention of purchasers is invited to the large
A and desirable stock of House-keeping Goods now
in store, as above, comprising as it does nearly every
article usually needed in the Furniture and Crockery
Departments. Being one of the largest stocks m the
State, purchasers can liud almost any variety of rich,
medium and low-priced goods, suited to their diiTcr-

AND WHOLESALE DEALERS IN

For Boys,

iments.

JOHN

BROOK TROl'T aod oil kind, of GAMR

GENERAL

CO.

FRANKLIN FA JULY SCHOOL,

No. 7 MILK STREET,

I’OltTLAKD, ME.
John Q. Twitched. Jultliliim

ADAMS, Proprietor*

To all of which attention is espeeially invited.

FLOUR AND PROVISIONS,
85 Commercial St., opp. Thomas

wf

DIRIGO EATING HOUSE,

1

Of a
all
the varieties that the market affords—Silk, Satin, Linen, and Cotton—many rare and unique styles.
Also
an assortment of the nicer qualities of
GENTLEMEN S FURNISHING GOODS,

No. 124 Eichakci Strict, Fortlaxd, Me.

AND DEALER* IN-

UNIFORMS,

Assortment of

General

FORCE PUMPS AND WATER CLOSETS,

No. 31 Exchange Street, Portland, Me.
C'p- Orders solicited.
JeflO 9m
uiiiiii «%-

a! Plate! Van,

eerier

HOUSE-KEEPING GOODS.

ORNAMENTAL

PAINTER,
m.

j

a

CIIA9* H*
je23—3m

Fancy
DOESKINS !
great variety of patterns. VESTINGS of

Dealer in

Cillery,

Ceairen,

ME.

TERMS MODERATE, FOR BOARD BY WEEK
OR DAY.

Plain and

China, Crockery & Glass Ware,

Marble, Free Stone, Soap Stone,

PORTLAND,

n

nPrehlr

FANCY BROADCLOTHS
For Dress and Frock Coats, embracing the nicer
qualities of French and German, as well as the cheapsubstantial fabrics. Elegant Black aad Colored,

l.CT

THIS is the largest Hotel In the State,
possessing all the modern improvements, and
first class in every appointment.

SUMMER SEASONS !

er

FURNITURE,

M

Nearest

Street*

In his new stock are comprised Fancy Cloths for
Spring Overcoats and Business Suits, Rich Black and

—

r»L^i]sr

Is prepared to receive orders for

!

AND

Parlor, ORam'ber

Work.

Rifted

prepared
by selections from the New
Styles of Goods recently imported in New York and
Boston, to meet the requirements of his customers
and the public as to
FASHIONABLE CLOTHING FOR THE STRING

-DEALER IM-

AXD

PREBLE HOUSE,

himself

SAMUEL ADLAM, Jr„

tf

Marble

Headquarter*

j(*23tf

PROPRIETOR

■

_

IS1-HORSES AND CARRIAGES TO
Jnll6—3m

1ST. MIDDLE ST*
Has

M. SHAW,

Larmt, most central Hoove In the dty.
Railroad, aod Steamboat,.

JkLerchnnt Tailor,

P.rllaad, Me.

X. B.—All work being promptly and personattended to, is warranted to give thorough satisfaction.

AND SILVERSMITH.
Also, Dealer in Watches, Jewelry and Silver Ware.

□
to

HOUSE,

BANGOR, ME.,

>.

WI. C. BEC KETT,

ally

gv Manufacturing Jeweler,

BANGOR

CHANGE OF SEASON !

PORTLAND, ME.

Watch-Maker,

P.rtl.Md, Mr.

Portland. June 23. 1*3.

Block, Csomw Sired,

141 Middle Street.

P.rtl.ud, Mr.
je23if

JJJfilMnoauce
>bifc

No. 88 MIDDLE STREET,
As usual, keep constantly supplied with fresh
MI and fashionable H<HITS and SHOES, in ere.
ry variety and style for gentlemen’s and laf

L. M. CRONS,

WM. II. H. HATCH,

RALLY TO THE FLAG!

Clapp's

OPP. OI.I) CITY KALI.,
Sadkwoc

QZuAT i i E subscriber would very respect folly anto his numerous friends, and tbo
ihut during the temporary
I'HH'I
...
suspension of bis business bo
lias furnished this well-known house anew, and iu
now better than ever
prepared to wait npou his customers. and hopes by strict attention to their wants
to merit a continuance of the patronage which he has
hitherto received.
£. G. MATO.
dfc wtf
Paasadumkeag, Jane 28.1*B.

Drug and

a

^^dies wear, and inrite all their old customers
and the public generally to glre them a call whenever thev desire to replenish their "understandings."
E. S.•* Co. are agent* for the Leavitt and Wilcox
k Gibbs SEWING-MACHINES.
aug5-4md

SURGEON t MECHANICAL

ALBERT WEBB A CO*,

other articles usually kept in
Taint establishment.
And all

E. SHAW Sc CO*

Me.

ly

15.

CENTRAL HOUSE,
E. G. Mayo,
Proprietor.
PASS ADUMKIAG, MAINE.

DYE-STUFFS,

BOOTS, SHOES & RUBBERS.

DENTIST,

(13m

141 Middlr Street.

VARNISHES, PAINTS, OILS,

HT State Agent for DAVIS k KIDD’S MAGNETO-ELECTUIC MACHINES.
eodlcwtoctl

DR. II. KIMBALL,

MX.

Terms Moderate by Use Weak ar Day.
4
Bath, June 23,18®.
dtf

KEROSENE OIL, LARD OIL,

STREET,

C?” Orders by mail or express promptly executed.
augHcod3mlaniw

PAINTER,

inviting

APOTHECARIES' GLASS WARE, FOREIGN
LEECHES, SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS,
TRUSSES, SUPPORTERS, BRACES,
ELASTIC STOCKINGS, fe.

AND

Proprietor,

; THE ('it, ,, Bath is one of the healthiest
localities on the coast of Maine—deligbtfal[ I v situated on the Kennebec, twelve mile,
J_i from the sea, and aflbrds one of the moat
retreats from the dust and turmoil of our
large cities.
The SahadarockIs one of the Ansst. mod
spacious, and best appointed Hotels In the State, located
within thaee minutes walk of the Depot, Steamboat
Landing. Post (mice. Custom House, Ac., being directly In the business centre of the City.

-ALSO-

AND

Cerr,

BATH. MAINE.

AND FANCY GOODS.

n.tnirsv.i,

je25*8w

SAGADAHOCK HOUSE,
Alfred

ENGLISH. FRENCH AND AMERICAN PRRFURRI,

ENGRAVER,

LYNCH.*

Proprietor.

-DEALER IK-

Wh’f,

One Door Eaat of Canal Bank.

.Time 23.

boatmen in attondanc.

JUNCTION OF FREE AND MIDDLE STS..

—

Charter« for vessels.
d& wtiiuT

DESIGNER

BRACKETT,

sea-bathing and water excuraioa*. ASteam_1 er runs from Portland daily, Experienced

__

account of ill health, but we console ourselves by hoping that what was our loss,
may
be the gain of some one or the new Maine Regon

dtf

OPEN for Genteel Boarder,—three mile.
I from Portland—within thirty rod* of the
Oman—with good opportunities for Ashing,

Block,

attention paid to procuring Freight*,

«»• a.

a,

CAPEN,

UNION FOREVER!

description, made

Thomas

JOSEPH HA LX.

NO. 84i

('•■nrrcial Strrri.

Of every
to lit.

HENRY M.

Merchants,

purchasing Cargoet aud
August 2. 1862.

11KAD OF HKJtlUl.l.’S WHAKK,

CUSTOM

Stable counseled

day.

Bath, June 28,1882.

Portland, Me.

■

W ILLIAM

Photographic floods A Chemicals.

ar-

SI per

with house.

Widgery’s Wharf,)

—---

50 and 58 Exchange Street.
Portland, June 23,1802.
dtf

and at low

*(*Teraaa

i

IK

Corner Commercial Hu and Long

Q-rocers,

mc.nv.nAH i

head of

JOHN LYNCH,

BAILEY fc NOYES,

dispatch,

]

Fine Chemicals, Pure Drugs,
and
Cabin
Ship
Stores,
GENUINE MEDICINES,
MO UL TON'S BL OCX,

ana

YORK STREET, PORTLAND, ME.

with

886, Wxbhi.otou St., Batu.

J.O.TOKET.

je80—3tndJcw

JOHN YEATON,

Sugar Refinery,

MILITARY

Street,

—

JOHN LYNCH & CO.,

auuivst

MORRISON CO.,
Square.

dSwkwSra

BATH HOTEL,
By C. M. PL U M M E R.

SHIP BROKERS, CHANDLERS,

sug4dly

SION

__Market

Portland, Ang. 23,18®,

Y,

PORTLAND. ME.

Commission

set up in the best manner.
All orders in city or country personally attended to
I. 1>. MERRILL.
JOHH BOND.
0. D. MKKK1LL.

BOOKS!

Square.

lowest each pric‘d, in quantitiea ,n ,nj, the
ATtrade.
Ship Mouldings made and finished to
order

by

80 Commercial

Portland, Me.

Letter, note. Cap and Record paper*. Envelope*—
white and buff, Hold Pens, Steel Pen*, Ike., fkc. Every article at lowest rates. Wit Buy rou Cahh and
Sell Cheap.

nnd

bis old Mend* and the public
generally.
Having had an experience of sixteen year.,
be thinks be can now
a hotel.
“keep
This boose is one of the brat in the
city, and vary
^ °C*trd 0,1 t unKrpM' corner of Gram

_

Street"*

YEATON A HALE.

STATIONERY.

Is

AMASA T. C. DODGE,
HAVING aaanmed the proprietorship of
tnm this bouse,
promise, to spare uo pains to
accommodate tta former patrons, as well aa

SOUTH SIDE OF PEAK’S ISLAND,

Water Closets, Urinals, Force and Suction Pumps,
Bath Boilers, Wash Bowls, Silver Plated tf Brass
Cocks, of all kinds constantly on hand.
BF* AH kinds of fixtures for hot and cold water

vuiiiiTiujivn

We make to order every kind of Blank Book used
by Banks, Insurance and Railroad Companies, Hotels, Steamboat*, Factories and Couutiug Houses.

Summer

I

C. J. BRTDGES, Managing Director.
Montreal, August 1, 1862.
addtf

A-

PORTLAND.

A

FLUID, KEROSENE OIL, Ac.,

PLUMBERS,

Done in the

COUAKE or oval—every kind called for. These
^ being maiiufactored by ourselves, except those
necessarily imported, we can compete with anv market for low prices. At wholesale or retail, at 26. Market
Square,_MORRISON A CO'S.

ME.

-a icd-

NOYES,

MILITARY

CITY HOTEL,

Company

BRIGS, DYE STIFFS, GLASS TARE,

jnl23datwly

PORTLAJID,

AT

FBOM

Summer Retreat,

_

"Wliolesale

Journal*, Ledger*, Invoice, Sale*, Memorandum,
Cash, Record, Dockets, Letters, Masonic
and Church Collectors Books.

Latest IVom

November Ut. 1863, to M»y 1st, 1863, the
rates of freight on all
descriptions of lumber
and timber will be advanced 25 per cent.
N° fire wood will be conveyed between October
lit,
1862, and May 1st, 18G3.
An advauce in the rates of lire wood will take
place
next summer, but in consequence of
changes iu the
arrangement for conducting the wood business, which
are about to be made, the
will not be able
to take lire wood from certain places on the line, so
that should any parties make contracts for fire wood
to be carried on the railway during the next
season,
they must understand that they wilfdo so at their own
risk, aud that the Company will not feel themselves
bound to carry it.
Due notice will be given of the rates of
freight, and
from what stations lire wood can be carried next

a

Paints, Oils, Varnishes,

SALE.

Portland,

•

AND 58 EXCHANGE STREET, PORTLAND.

workmanship— made

ground

any part of the Union

Congress Street,

of

Manufactured and for Sale by

or

I WUt, Rosewood, Black Walnut
Oak NIoiildintrs.

FOR

CRUTCHES,

STEAM AND

dtf

m

Splints,

Portlaad, Me*

BAILEY

PORTLAND,

«ce

keep • hotel " Cleon
well-provided table, attend
five servants and moderate charge, are the induce,
ment. lie hold, out to those whose
business or nleasF
ure cull them to the “Forest
City.”
JONATHAN BLISS, Proprietor.
Portland, Aog. 19,18®.
dtf

airy rooms, good bed.,

summer.

Gunettings,

WHOLESALE DEALERS

GRANITE STORES.COMMERCIAL STREET,

ACCOUNT

.-1

JOHN W. PERKINS A CO.,

8PECIMBX LIMBS MA Y BE SEEX AT
373

stock to be found in this

Portland June 23,1832.

OR LANDSCAPES of any
FIRsire PORTRAITS
style desired—latest pattern* and beat

Of the health of the Maine Regiments, I can
only speak of onfcpwn Regiment; we have but
few sick, and have Tost but few since we have
been In New Orleans. I think the healthofonr
will compare

AND

53 Exchange Street.

BLANK

BREED.

I. D. MERRILL * CO.

PAPE RS

ROOM

Oilt Frames.

There

have a Genera] able to meet them at every
point. The city is so commanded,by the fleet be-

Sheet Gutta Pcrcha for

we are

Is selected with the greatest care from the best Foreign and American Houses, and embraces every article needed for public offices, Counting Houses and
private uses, and at lowest prices.

and have divided their
property into lute and larins.
I hey are offered to subscribers in shares of
¥30 each.
Maps, with full information, can be had
on

undoubtedly men of influence who are endeavoring to stir up the people to revolt, hut
we

PALMER’S
ARTIFICIAL LIMBS,

order,

enabled to offer to the trade and
our customers better bargains in quality and prices,
than can be found In any other establishment in the
State. Our stock of
experience,

O

ALSO, KID AND GOAT STOCK,
50 Union, four doors from Kiddle
Street,
C.H.

HOUSE.”

"rpectfolly inform, the
T,,1
tint he has leased the .bore
public"!\d'‘.rl‘^od
Hone-,
**■««. Portland, and Inrite.
£*•"«>
the travelling communHv to call and
if

-ALSO,-

band and made to

on

Elastic

“®LJI

Notice to Wood and Lumber merchants.

MANUFACTURERS of BOOTS A SHOES,

C9b£> Apothecary,

Established la 1825.
Premium

—

AND FINDINGS,

M A XU FA (TURKU OF

THE
chas'd from the Haunibal A

—-- —

Lutings, Sergei,
3m

HOTELS.

he knows “how to

band, and for rale, a! wholesale

I If PORTERS OF

—

-AO ENT FOR*

on

BREED * TITKEY,

Business,

J. L* WINSLOW, Agent,

MISSOURI LAND COMPANY have pur-

to order bv
MORRISON A CO.,*. Market

WIIARF,

L. H. TITCOMB,

HOMESTEADS FOR $20.

are

Maine

—A»D—

'*©:'■-

Jnne 23.

No.3 UNION

AS HERETOFORE.

BLANK BOOK AND STATIONERY,

Cl© TlChETS 12) CENTS EACH WAY.
auglltf

I

BROWN,

Portland, July 22.1862.

Monday,

fcjggS^-the

..

oval.

Flour, Produce and Provision

EXCHANGE ST.

*nd »nrr
August 4th,
Steamer TVTE will leave I,rand
Trunk Depot Wharf 6, 8 and 10 A.
M.: and t, 3, 5 and 7 I'. M. Returning. leave the
Island at 64, 9 and 11) A M ; and 2. 4 and 9 1\ M

the

CONSTANTLY

Where he will continue the

J.

Cushing’s Island.

f!N

a

STORE,

supplied

53

life to the “Press” and its
many readFi.oka I. L.

Ottawa House,

currency unequalled,
to shinplasters, of a doubtftil

fore

and Families
with Medicines and
books. Cases renewed ana vials refilled.
June 24. 1832,
cod Ora

-TO THE-

In times of peace, this is one of the busiest
places on this side of the ocean.buthow are the
mighty fallen. There is now only just business
from

NEW

STREET,

market pricer, in the crude state or manufactnr*
ed, every description of
COFFEE,
SPICES,
CREAM TARTAR.
SALERA TVS,
SWEET HERRS, Ire., fc..
Packed in every variety of packages to suit dealers.
CnlTee
and
tsr
Spices ground for the trade at
short notice.
All goods warranted as represented.
aug4—3meodAw_ J. GRANT.

HAS RBMOVKD TO

above store by

FERRY FRO.R PORTLAND

future.

D.

GRASS TRUNK RAILWAY.

Tailor,
dly

o m

MEDICINES,

ever we

done to

R

GRANT'S

PORTLAND, ME.

EXCHANGE STREET.

98

MISCELLANEOUS.

13 A 15 UNION

Portland, Aug. 6.1862.

Framing,

SEAVEY.

M.
Physicians

ers, is the wish of

realize the full meaning of the
may be situated in the

N0 m

BUSINESS CARDS.

by

A. D. REEVES,

C.

GENUINE HOMEOPATHIC
For sale at the

PARTICULAR
MAKING BOYS’ GARMENTS,

usual.

as

lisp

word.

1802.

Coffee and Spice Mills,

given to CUTTING and

attention

My

lady friends,

do not detain the hrave sons
at home.
Bather urge them on, to shed their
life s blood, if need lie, in their countrv's cause.
If you cannot urge them on, do not
one

city of
another land. I should say that all
known,aud
some unknown languages, were
spoken, for
such a Battel aa you will hear any day in the
French market, would craze some men. The
seems

I

are

It, and you can Imagine we compare it with the
sparkling waters of northern or as these people
travelled,

and Picture

Done neatly

anti treason;

all the rest of the brave volunteers, return
home in safety to the many
hearts who

a

this

Binding

JJtT*

places in the offices, stores, or on the farms;—
such things need not detain you; we can do
that part just as well. Then hasten
away.
I have one brave, loving brother in the
army.
When lie left home his last words
were,—“My
country first, then friends.” Oh, may he, and

Portland Harbor. Look

never

13 111

beseech of you not to
wait for the order to draft. If the
loyal sons of
America have any love for their
country, now
is the time to show it to the world. Go on to
the rescue. Your sisters can fill the vacant

Mississippi, but I must confess I
had no idea of it, till I saw it before me. I
hardly know what to compare it to. The nearest

after

J

mighty
overwhelming hurricane, anti

of the

homes and firesides.

of the

just

VVUUU

'lay, young men; better by half die on the battle Held, than act a coward's part. Wait not
to be compelled to
fight in defense of your

filthy

canal

Book

sweep it
from our Iaml.
“Liberty, or Death” is the
watchword! Delay not! Go enlist this very

of the

think of is the waters of the
that connects Sebago Pond

MUl

crush this rebellion

Androscoggin, and the clear and silvery
waters of it and kindred Rivers of the
Dirigo
State. From boyhood I have read of the

thing 1 can
ing Canawl

Next door above the British and American Express
Office, where he will accommodate all who may oe in
wmut of goods in his line, at very low prices.

ami 1 say now is the time to show
your valor, and your patriotism. Rise, with the

noble

waters

EXCHANGE STREET,

TO No. 92

il,

abler pen than mine.
We are the farthest from old Maine of any
of her troops, yet our hearts go back to our
“dear old native home,” often, I can asaurc

living

BOOKS, STATIONERY, PICTURES,
Pidtre Frames, Paper Hangings Fancy Goods, it., ie.,

A word to the Patriots.

•>---©

an

Father of River, fancy carries

Boys, Boys, Boys.

Has removed his stock of

market, at lowest market prices. School Books
In the
overy kind in use at wholesale prices.
name of God, we beseech you to awake from
your deep slumber, and on to the rescue of*
HALL L. DAVIS,

responsibility of writing you,
help w ishing it had been as-

you, and while we are

at

themselves.

have assumed the
I cannot

loyal sons in tlie army; and some brave
home) guards, who can hardly defend

brave

Army Correspondence.
Letter from the Twelfth Regiment.
Confederate States Hotel, )
New Orleans, Aug. lllli, 1802.
(
Editors Portland Press:—Thinking some
of your readers would like to hear from the
Maine Regiments, in this part of the South, I

though

S. II. COLES WORTHY,

STATIONERY

Wkst Glovckhtkb, .Aug 25,1862. I
Pine Grove Cottage. )
Editor* of the Pre*»:—I have been a con-

evening.

transacted

BUSINESS CARDS.

1

proposition was
$20 already raised,

vance.

Job

live.

we

A

Legal Notices at usual rates.
Advertisement* inserted in the Maine State
Press (which has a large circulation in every part of
the State) tor 88 cents per square in addition to the
above rates tor each insertion.
Transient advertisements must be paid for in ad-

dispatch; and all
fice or paper promptly

BOOKS & STATIONERY.

nal

Transient Advertisements, $1.00 per square,
tor three insertions or leas; exceeding three, and not
more than one week, $1.26 per square; 76 cents
per
week after. One square every other day one
week,
$1.00; 60 ceuts per week after.
Exhibitions, Ac., under head of Amusements,
$2.00 per square per week.
Special Notices, $1.60 per square for first week,
$1.00 per week after.
Business Notices, in reading columns, 12 cents
per line for sne insertion. No charge less than fifty

With

as

follows:

Is published at No. 82} EXCHANGE STREET,
in FOX BLOCK,
by

MORNING, AUGUST 27,

~

Jay.—Our

JOHN T. OILMAN, |
JOSEPH B. HALL, f

WEDNESDAY

C. W. ATWELL* 31arket Square. Portland.
General Agent for the State of 31aine.

augUMSw

eod3m

Book, Card & Fancy Printing,
NEATLY EXECUTED

AT THE OFFICE OF

THf

PRESS.

THE DAILY PRESS. !j
PORTLAND,
■

MAINE.

^

FOB

GOVERNOR,

For Representatives to Congress,
First District. .JOHN N. GOODWIN,of8.Berwick.
Second District .SIDNEY PKIUIAM, of Parts.
Third District JAMES G. lll.AINE. ot Augusta.
Fourth District JOHS H. RICE, of Foxcroft
District FREDERIC A. PIKE, of Calais.
d Second District—racancy,
THUS. A. D. FESSENDEN, of Auburn.

prompted by

no

to exalt the

disposition

thirty-six—should be added six tnorc who had
previous to the date of the letter referred
Sfth
to. making, as our correspondent gives it, 42
killed and since died, 71 wounded and 12 missFor Senators,
ing. It will l>e seen that this indicates a terof
Poland.
Androscog'n.CHARLES F. JORDAN,
rible conflict. The number of killed,wounded
Acoostooi... .ISAAC HACKF.K. of Fort Fairfield.
Cumberland. SAMUEL F.. SPRING, Portland,
and missing is larger than in any Maine RegiJOHN H. PH1LBKICK, HtandJah,
DANIEL ELLIOT, Brunswick,
ment, during the whole six days fighting beLEVI CRAM. Bridgton.
fore Richmond, and just scrcn times the averFranklin
WILLIAM II J< ISSEL YN, of Phillips.
Hancock.AARON EMERSON, of Orland.
age of the losses there. On the 13th the regiof-.
JOHN MILLIKEN,
ment was in goodconditiou,all ready for anothKennebec.NOAH WOODS, of Gardiner,
PF.LEG F. PIKE, of Fayette.
er attack, which was constantly threatened.
DENNIS L MILL1K EN. of « aterville.
Knox.NATHAN A. FAR WELL, of Rockland.
Considering the nutnl>ers engaged, the battle
GEORGE A. STARK, ol Ihomaston.
at Baton Rouge was one of the most severe
of laris
Oxford.KUFl'S S. STEVENS, of
I
rvebnrg.
GEO. H. BAKltoMS,
! of the war, the relx-ls outnumbering the UnPenobscot
JOSEPH L. SMITH, of Oldtown,
ion troops nearly three to oue. NotwithstandJ.iHN A. PETERS, of Bangor.
CHARLES I1EALE. of Hudson.
ing this fearful odds, the victory, though costSomerset.ASA W. MOORE, of
DAVID D. STEWART, of St. Albans.
some of the l>est blood of Maine, was a
ing
B. M. ROBERTS, of Stockton,
Waldo
splendid one. The 14th lost nearly one-half
JAMES P. WHITE, of Belfast.
died

....

■

York.JOHN WENTWORTH, of Kittery,
GIDEOS TUCKER, of Saco,
LUTHER SANBORN, of Parsonsficld.

of the w hole.

splendidly, and

has the decided preference in
the official report. Col. Nickerson gallantly
led his men, and hud his horse shot dead under him; but he is not the man to flinch. lie

--

ticularly

From

Ens.
of

enlist,

in each ward to induce men to
and otherwise co-operatc with the Ser-

undoubtedly.
Rev. Mr. Hadley, of the Sanitary Commission. last evening addressed a large audience
in the Orthodox church.

most felicitous remarks.

O.

There

It would seem that those taken
first should be exchanged first. These men
all anxious to be in the ficld.and would be,
at least, as efficient soldiers as any now in serare

Judge of Probate,
M. WOODBURY, of Sweden.

vice.

In the number are about one hundred
Maine men, under command of Acting Capt.

C. C. Drew of this

who
support the State and National administrations in
the present oonflict with rebellion, are requested to
meet at the TOWN HOUSE, on Saturday. Anc.amh,
at 2 o'clock 1* M., to make choice of a candidate for
Representative in the State legislature, and to transact any other business that mav prooeriv come before
l’er order Town Com.
them.
dkwtd
Falmouth, Aug. 23,1862.

ton, who is

date tor Representative io the Stale Legislature,
Per order Town Committee.
dk w

Statu of Ylaine.
I
EiaciTiva Depart*kst.
Augusta. August 20. W2. I
adjourned session of the Executive Council
wiU be held at the Council Chamber, in Augusta, ou Tuesday the twenty-third day of September
neat.
Attest,
JOSEPH It. HALL,
Secretary of State.
aug2Idtd

AN

those from some other States.

The New York

Evening Post says “Maine will

soon

The Gallnnt Maine Fourteenth.

am

Augnstugis all w ho spent
any length of time there well know, it commanded the respect and challenged the admi-

Of four or five regiments
time, the Fourteenth was oftenest and with the most regularity seen on
parade, performing the evolutions ot the
manual, and familiarizing themselves with the
men.

there at the same

A Veracious Historian,

Argus yesterday morning,
convict the Press of perversion, set

uie

me

regiment had so
hospital or on the sick list,
none made less complaints of hardship, none
betrayed a more general spirit of subordina-

please

to

the writer of this that

cult labors

was

would first

come

appreciate

the

one

into

camp—understand
necessity of proper rare

and
over

themselves—their habits ol life—in order to

did he feel the

importance

of his own

j

personal

presence and influence among them, that for
four or five months, as lie tokl us,he could not
find time that he could feci justified in absenthimself from the camp in order to visit his
own loved and cherished family
in Waldo I
County. Who wonders that such a Command- ;

ing

1

j

should have a good regiment, or that a regiment thus ledf has been found ready to follow I
him in the lace of dangers and of death ?
j
When the order came for the 13th Regiment I
er

to break camp and leave for Ship Island, and
for some reason they were found unprepared
for so sudden a transition. Gov. Washburn
sent to Col.

Nickerson,

and asked how
the

to

copy ?

Here it is:
PROVIDENCE
I

General Order. .Vo. 3d.
The dth Kegiment, authorized by the Secretary of War, under date Get. 24, 1861, and
orders therefor from this Department, No 103,
Dec. 28,1861, will consist entirely of colored
citizens. Enlistment will commence immediately. Camp will be established under direction of Gelt. Bobbins, who is directed toorganize the regiment.
The Quartermaster General will furnish rations and equipments on requisition.
Our colored fellow-citizens are reminded
that the Regiment from this State in the
Revolution, consisting entirely of colored persons, was pronounced by Washington equal, if
not superior, to any in the service.
They eonstitute a part of the quota from this State, and
it is expected they will respond with zeal and
spirit to this call.
The Commander-in-Chief trill lead them
into the Jleld, and trill shore trith them, in
common with the patriotic soldiers of the army of the Republic, their trials and dangers,
and trill participate in the glories \f their
successes.

By order

of the

Commander-in-Chief,

Edward C. Mach an, Adjt Gen.

late in the

afternoon,
prepared w ith

The answer was, Tomorrow morniwj,
aud sure enough, the next morning at

of

particularly
Will the Argus

£2?“

The

Bridgton Reporter speaks

he could be
doctor Hatch of the K. A P. 1!. R.
take up the line of march. l
j flattering terms,

soon

Fourteenth,

WC

piece

a

Office,
Providence, Aug. 4, 1662. J

they

preserve health. And so feelingly alive was
he to the interests of his men, and so deeply

(U’llUll,

in

Adj't General’s

of his most d!H-

to make his men—when

chip,

and

STATE OK RHODE ISLAND. AND
PLANTATION.

Col. Nickerson remarked

tyranny.

carefully,

the words we have italicised.

the rules of the service, without the appliances of arbitrary power often closely I (oron

HI 1LS

reply, but simply put

reader to scan it

in the

to

dering

a

testimony that it will he difficult for even that
paper, with all its experience in twisting and
turning, to warp out of sight. We ask the

down

It was also noticed that no

tion

PU«Ii|JOBUC

will offer no

cast winter.
men

up

follows:

Who never proposed to "load a negro regiment
to the field!”
A. (jov. Sprague. lie only mid the colored men
of tt. 1. might raise a negro regiment,—which he
didu't do.and couldn’t do.

men, putting them through the drill, sharing
with them in all the fatigue, hardship and toil

few

as

y.

gallant Commander, Col. Frank
always at the head of liis

a

in order to

and knocked it down

S. Nickerson, was

ol

Adjutant Fur-

The

use of arms; and these drills were not conducted by some subordinate officer far down
in the scale, and who bad seen no service him-

snows

indebted for the above to

I

Staples, of the 3d ltegiment, left
to-day to rejoin his regiment. The Col. has
not fully fully recovered, but is anxious to be
in the field again. He is a popular and capable officer, and has the command of a noble
Regiment, composed of the best young men in
the Kennebec valley.
Skjkmishkk.

witnessed its admirable discipline, and the soldierly ttearing of both of-

ime

13 for the Batteries.

Col. H. G.

ration of all who

iooi

Cavalry, and

bush. in Major Gardiner’s office.

Maine Fourteenth

In rendezvous at

incident to camp life in the

have fur-

20 for the 3d, 21 for the 4th, 8 for the 3th, 7 for
for the 7th, 25 for the 10th, 97 for the 11th, 30
for the

on

Sergeant in the 3d

twenty-nine regiments to help put down
the rebellion.” Twenty-nine regiments of Infantry, Mr. Post, and one regiment of Cavalry,
of 1200 men, and fl batteries of Artillery, and
one Company of the sharpshooters, besides
giving more men to the Navy than any other
State in proportion to Its )>opulation. Two
hundred and thirty-two recruits left this morning under charge of Capt Jones, of the 7th
regiment, as follows, viz:—21 for the 2d Rcg’t,

Scarborough.

out

a

Bull Run

nished

Republicans of Scarborough are requested to
the Towu House in said towu on Saturday,
Aug. 80th, at 4 o'clock P. M., to nominate a candi-

mnunieu,

city,

prisoner. Dr. Buxthere, writes in high terms of Capt
a

Drew, and of the cleanliness and order preserved by the Maine boys, in contradistinction from

at

not

and

Regiment,

The

regiment,

are

of Bull Hun.

Republican Caucus—Falmouth.
Republicans of Falmouth, and all others

but the

about fifteen hundred

nnexchanged paroled prisoners in camp at Annapolis.
Mil., many of them men captured at the battle

Oxford.ENOCH

self,

His remarks were

interesting and instructing, showing the condition, operation, and purposes of this most
important and humane institution. Mr. Hadley was introduced by the Governor, in some

A. BARTON. Southern District.
Cumberland. TIKiMAS HANCOCK. Gray.
Franklin_8. T. MORRILL, of Farmington.
Hancock.JAMES W. DAMS, of-.
Kennebec.J. A. RICHARDS, of Augusta.
Knox.GEO. W. WHITE, of Rockland.
Oxford.ALDEN CHASE, of Paris.
Penobscot... .JOHN RANDALL. Jr., of-.
Somerset.SAMUEL HOPKINS, of Skowkegan.
Waldo.MARSHALL DAVIS, or Brooks.
fork.SAMUEL C. ADAMS, of Alfred.

ficers and

by volun-

teers

Registers of Deeds,
GAHCELON. of Lewiston
Aroostook_LOUIS CORMIER, Northern District,

was

men

We shall raise our quota

of Con-

in

very

*ir,n
eight |

A Good BitiDUE. The pontoon bridge ou
which McClellan's army passed the Chicaiioino'clock, when those living
iiiv. was built under the supervision of Capt.
the city came in, they lound the field so lately... C. Duane, lT. S. Engineer. It is 060
covered by the white tents of the Fourteenth
yards long, and required precisely lot) pon20 feet apart.
Thirty miles of trains
deserted, while the regiment was being hur- | toous,
and tlo.ooi) men passed over it. It answered its
ried along with the speed of the steam horse
purpose completely, and elicited tin' admirafor the place of embarkation. Well do we re- j! lion of every engineer in the
army. But tor it
tin- crossing would necessarily have been
member the remark we made in relation to it,
much
further
a
up, requiring
longer, and posin a communication from the Capital to the
sibly a harassed march.
then
|
we
when
the Maine
published,—that
paper
Fourteenth should be heard from it would be
: fT 'George W. Child, of Philadelphia, the
in a way to make every son of Maine feel
of Browulow’s Book, is to issue a
in the outskirts of

j

the

swellings of an honest pride within

breast.

publisher

his own

j

I

volume of
Corcoran.

t*e Prison Experiences

a

for

us

stfong,

Brutal

and

Murderous Assault.—

Saturday forenoon, a brute in human
shape, named Daniel Hunter, living in Topsham, just beyond the Bay bridge, committed a
Last

fiendish and brutal assault upon the person of
bis own daughter, Helen A. Hunter, a young

of Col.

SELECTED.

AND

£y Gen. Fremont is announced

speak

to

evening.
;y There was a heavy frost in the
River valley, X. II., on the morning

jy The Bridgton Reporter, chronicles the

ASHES.—Sales unimportant and price* unchanged, at 6^6c for Tots, and 5Jc for Pearls.

25th.

his
with

daughhaving

•She at first denied all knowledge of the
missing money, but terrified by his acts and
manner, she told him it was under the hogshead in the

yard, hoping

to

gain

time to

“organ grinder,” but the Editor
pleased with the music.
Cy* Anthony Burns, of fugitive slave law
notoriety, died recently at St. Catharines, C.
W., where he was a Baptist preacher.
cyArchbishop Hughes, of New York, has
been invited to address the people of Boston,
on the subject of the war.
EyThe Saco Democrat seems very anxious to have a large Democratic vote, for its
influence in stopping the war!
vsr a town meeting is to lie held in Westbrook, this afternoon, to act upon the question

just

in season to prevent her escape, and attacked her with what must have been the fe-

tiger. One single scream of mnrder was heard by Capt. John Patten and Mr.
John 1). Bibber, who were engaged on the
bridge, south of the Island. They instantly sprang to their carriage, and drove with the
utmost sjieed to the house, where they found
the wretch still clutching his daughter by the
throat, and beating her with the violence of

rocity

of

a

blind rage.

They stopped his murderous doings, and
putting him aside, raised tlie blackened, mangled and apparently lifeless form of his daughter. Dr. Putnam, of Bath, was in attendance as soon as possible, and pronounced her
injuries very severe, though he could not at
once pronounce upon their probable termination.

Hunter was arrested at his house in

Topsliam,
Saturday evening
eight
o’clock, by Deputy Sheriff Potter, assisted by
Constable Perry, nnd carried to Bath. Monday Hunter, waiving an examination, was
required to recognize in the sum of $1000, in
about

on

default of which he

was

committed.

tjr-They tell a very pleasant story ol the
editor of the Press. He was urging upon a
brother of the admirable “A. Ward” his opinion that the democracy were traitorous and
opposed to the war. The gentleman listened
attentively before he expressed his view. "It
seems to me,” said he, "that you are very nearly right; only a slight misuse of a small word
makes the difference between us. You say
your folks go for the war. If you will add,
‘and the democrats go to the war,’ we will not
disagree.” Mr. Gilman for once ‘•seemed to
see

it.”—[Argus.

There is

"pleasant
common

It

was

slight drawback upon this
story”—its lack of truth—a very
drawback upon the Argus' stories.
one

manufactured

expressly

for the

Argus.”

LATEST BY EVENING PAPERS.
Gen.

Important from
Popr'x army—Guerilla
raidx upon hisuupphj train»—McClellan to
Pope.
join
New York, Aug. 20.
The Tribune Knppahannock correspondent

states that the greatest crisis of the war occurred between Thursday forenoon and Saturday night. It is passed and we are safe.—
Washington is safe—our army Ls safe—the nation is safe.
Gen. Polio's artillery is now guarding the
line of the Kap|>aliannock, and Fitz John Porter, with a very heavy force, joined Gen. Pope
on

Friday evening.

A host of regiments have joined and are
joining him now by way of Alexandria, and
you may now look for the grand movements
of the war within .’10 days.
Gen. Burnside has massed a large army at
Frederickburg, Hnd Gen. Pope is nearly or
quite as strong as Lee and Jnekson.
Gen. McClellan is freed from the net which,
whether self woven or not, held him in its
meshes on the ]ieninsulu. (Some stir was caused in camp and a thousand times more in

Washington, August 21.
from Virginia to-day, report engagements at Warrenton yesterday, in which
our forces were successful,
having driven the
rebels out of the town, and were still holding
it at latest advices. The rebel forces engaged
in Ike recent lights have mainly been cavalry.
Passengers

mand for Dried

•y We understand there is

name

BUTTER.
Country Butter come* to market
limited supply, and prices have improved.
We quote good Family l?'g2ftc. aud Store 14@15c of
—

which there is

jy-It

a

particle

settlers, by

of

Vrum

r<irvnvT

A

vn

first of

to assert the national

majesty,

Gen. Corcoran cannot

COOPERAGE.—There i*

Cooperage.
for City-made

of

tinue to command

87 £7 50 I*

the

vanced

arc now

selling

A

${c and

AA

8jc.

SALT.—Prices remain unchanged; the stock has
been replenished by the arrival of a cargo of 1406 I
tons, a portion of which has been sold to arrire, and
the balance has sold since arrival at prices not trans-

prices.

Dealers have been

prevailing prices
are

at the west, and

and

we
now

doing since

onr

selling from heavy
as

getting much reduced, dealers

close of the week at 12

a-

SEEDS.—Gras*Seeds are iu less demand as the seaDOMESTIC PORTS.
advances. We quote Herds Grass *2« 2 25, and
SAN FRANCISCO—Cld 3l*t, ship Wild Pigeon,
Western Clover 73®$, and Red Top 93®325. CaMay hew, Valparaiso; 1st lust, Huntsville, Seaman,
nary Seed has declined and is now selliug at #2 76®
Alberui.
Sid 21st, brig Curacoa, Walter, 3Iontery.
3 00 p bush.
Also aid 21st. steamer Sonora, Panama.
SPICES.—The
Spice market continues firm, j
NEW ORLEANS—Ar lltli iust, ship Lisbon, Curand prices for nearly all kinds are tending up- ! rier, Boston; bark Revolution, Loud, do;
brig Scio,
wards. We now quote Ginger 24 ®25c; Mace 65®70; I Hinckley, Philadelphia; schs Wave, Wyman, Minatitlau*, B Watson, Willoughby, New York.
and I’epper 18®20; Pimento 15«16c; and Cloves
Ar 10th. •Leamship St
Mary, Talbot, New York;
Marion, Phillips, do
24«24$c; Nutmegs are very firm at 75®80c f> fb.
Below 14th, harks
fin Boston; E A Chase,
SOAP.—A 1 kinds remain firm at our recent adArgean,
fm New 3 ork brigs E.isha Doane, from Baltimore;
vanced quotations.
Ida McLeod, J B Ellicott, Alice
Lee, A G Cottrell;
son

TEAS.—The demand is

light, though the market
exceedingly firm at the following quotations:
for Choice Oolong 70@75c, fine 66c, extra fine 70c,
cargo grades, 62®65c; Souchong, Aukoi and lower
grades 45a 55c p lb. We quote Hyson 85c®f 1. which
prices are nominal, as there is little, if any, in mar-

leading
were

15c advance.

brands

tirm at the
bbls. of

300

Double Extra at 80.25.
superior sold on Monday at 86.67$, and 100 bbl*. do.
at 90.62$, and 100 bbl*. do. high grade superior sold
at 87.00

notice continued improvement in
Corn market, 68 3 70c being the ruling prices for

GRAIN.—We
the

sound Western

Mixed.

Several lots

not

strictly

prime have sold at 65 a 66c. 1000 bush Mixed sold
from cars on Monday at 66c. 200 hush, choice River
Mixed sold at 70c. 66c was refused on Thursday last
for 6000 bush. Prime Mixed.
Oats are in good
demand at
55c
Stock very light.—
p bush.
Portland Shorts are quiet at *16 V ton, aud Fine
Feed SIS. Panada Shorts are worth 817.0,19, and
Fine Feed 822 " 24.
GUNPOWDER.—We continue to quote Dupont’s
and Oriental Co's Rifle and Sporting at 55 5037 25,
and Blasting 4 10£4 36, with a steady, active demand.
HAY.—Screwed

Hay

remain*

steady

promises

an

yield.

abundaut

IRON.—Prices for all grades remain firm at late
advances.

Dealers have

late, and the assortment

importing more freely
is ample for the demand.

of

LEAD.—Pig aud Sheet Ix*ad is firm at 87 7538
for Pig, and 93.9 25 for Sheet and Pipe.
LUMBER.—We quote Shipping Lumber from the
yard at 812" 14, and No. 1 Pine, 836 p M. No. 2 834*
and No. 3 824. Spruce is worth from 510o,12; Hemlock 8* "10. Clapboards. Heart Extra aro selling at
830"32; dear do 826328; No. 1, 812" 14; Sap,
Clear 823«25; Spruce Extra are worth 812a 15, and
No. 1 919rt.ll. Shingles, Extra Pino arc quoted at
82 5033 75, and Clear Pine 82 75£3. Laths, Pine
are selling at 81 37£1 62, and Spruce at 81 1531 20,
Canada Pine from the cars is selling at 81 25<jl 37.
and Spruce do, 81 1531 25, and Eastern Pine from
vessel* 91 ODOjl 10, aud Spruce 80c. llackmetack
Timber we quote at 88310 p ton. Ship knees, 4 to
12 inches, 15"60c p inch. Box Shooks 45«50c, and

man

The

paper shall be stopped and our friend’s conscience preserved from this date.

that our

.liiiium

abstemiousness,

own

part

we

ui

we

we

u

LEATHER.—All descriptions are in fhir request,
our following quotations: for New York
Milium Weights 22"24$c, aud Heavy do. 22$ "24;
Slaughter Wax Leather we now quote at 16317c.
LARD.—Prices have again advanced. Barrels aro
and tirm at

not

should

uuirinib

now

very ardent kind. For our
expect to live and die in utter

spirit*—h

ignorance
do

min

su»|*ruL

kind of

LIME.—New Rockland continues in steady active
demaud, and prices unchanged at 65370c p cask.

Mr.

pretty tough story, and did

a

know of his ported

we

of such wonderful
to

expect

"Itoatman

pale"

witness

phenomena;
spirit forms until

though

cism may be—we (larc say is—all owing to
gross organism, and our unfitness to lie a

disembodied

spiritual electricity,
spirit, pure essence,

in auch material divertiseineuta

w

hile

of Metals

pinching a

TOBACCO.—There is nothing
very little Tobacco is
aud prices are daily

new

to notice.

Hut

coming forward from the West,
advancing. We now quote 5«

10s, best brands, 65®60c, do. Medium 48®60e,
Cominou 42®45c. Half tbs, best brands, 60® 70c,
do. Medium to Good 52®55c, do. Common 45®60c.
Natural Leal half lbs 75®Si; and Fancy in foil
1 60 p lb.
FREIGHTS.—No transactions in Cuban freighta
and
do.

place

have taken

since

our

last.

The demand is brisk

tonnage very scarce. Pktou freights continne
active at 93 25 p ton for Coal. Schr Emeline MeLanehas been taken up for Pktou, N. 8., at 93 26 p
ton for Coal, which embraces all the transactions

and

that have

come

European
change.

and other

to

knowledge dnring the week.
foreign freights are without any

our

QUIMBY, would give notice that be ha
Portland, and can be found at his Room,
No. 18 International House, Tuesday, August
12th, where he will attend to all wishing to cousul
DR. P. P.

returned to

him.
First Examination at

office.92 00
subsequent sitting at office,. .60
City Patients, first Examination at residence,... 2 60
Each subsequent visit at residence,. 1 00
August 16, 1862.—tf
Each

Fort

Popham", on

lie fore

NAVAL

I'W‘Consumption and Catarrh, and all diseases of
Lungs, successfully treated by Inhalation,
By C. Morse, M. D.,
aul8 '62 cod
Corner Smith and Congress Sts.

in

:

Should the weather prove

as

under the op-

tariff.

37p»3 50 pcask;
quotation!* favoring large purchasers.
STOKES.—Turpentine

We

lias

recently

de-

now

this market.

Oakum

i

selling by the

store at 5ode.

by the quarter is

carcass

remains

steady

and

un-

Spring
worth

from the wagons at 4$c, from
Lamb at tic*9c. F'resh Beef

5ft7Jc.

quiet at the folPork $15 60 a 16.
Clear $1160,** 15.
Mess $12?* 13. Primo $1050** 11.
City packed Clear is held at $1650<*16; Ex. Clear
$15 5lXol6; and No. 2 Clear 8F4&15 50; Mess $11 50
0.13 50; ami Extra Mess $11** 14 50. Beef continues
We now quote
scarce, and prices tending upwards.
Chicago Mess fl2**14. Ham*, we now quote City
Smoked 9<*9$c. There is a light supply of Western
iu market, selling at 8] **9c.
PLASTER.—Soft is now selling at $! 60t«l G5 p
ton, and Hard $1 50, with a fair demand fur shipping. We continue to quote Ground $5**5 50.
HUM.—We continue to quote Portland Distilled
42<*?46o p gal., with a tendency to higher prices as
the time for the excise duty approaches.
PROVISIONS.—Pork

Assis-

appointed
tant Marshals: S. 1). Bailey, I). F. Stinson,
,1. S. Elliott, II. \V. Swanton, of Bath; Col.
Daniel Elliott, of Brunswick; Dr. Joseph
McKeeu, of Topshaui; N. M. Whitmore, of
Gardiner; Lewis B. Smith, Henry Willis, E.
M. Patten, Lewis Pierce, John M. Brown,
Elias Thomas, 2d, of Portland.
Music by Poppenburg’s Band, connected
with the 17th Regiment U. S. Infantry, twenty-four pieces.
For further particulars see advertisement

iu another column.

higher prices,

changed.
OILS.—The Kerosene Oil Co. are now asking 37]c
in large lots; 40c iu 5 bbl. lots, and 42c p gal. for
single bhls., ami price* tending to a farther advance.
Prices for Fish
Oils
have declined.
Grand
Bank and Bay Chaleur is quoted at $19.50** 21 50. and
Shore do., $lftt* 19 p bbl. Whale Refined Oil remains firm at 6&*«70o. We quote Linseed 92^*95c,

is

celebration exercises will take

The Chief Marshal has

new

to

;a;3 00 |u*r bbl, and 4**4jp string.
PRODUCE.—New Potatoes are now selling quite
freely at 1 00**1 25 p bbl. Eggs sell from country
carts at 12c. and from stores at 12jc per do*.
Veal

the steamers.

large stone

tending

and Boiled 9H<* 1 00 per gal,
ONIONS.—The market is now abundantly supplied with the uew crop, which are selling at $2 75

for the excursion, and to secure tickets
taking seats in the cars, or going upon

of the works.

lli{blander. Eagle. Wave, Coral. Vaodatia. Victor,
Adelaide, Union. Fid win. Col Mtnroons, Orion. Ida
May, Nath’! Chase, Fairdealer, Experiment, aud T B
Smith.

Dentibtuy.—Dr. JoslAll 11EA LD. No. 241 ConStreet, first door east of 1st Parish Church,
Portlaud, Me.
aug7dly

BOSTON—Ar25th, bark Evelyn, Patterson, Philadelphia; schs olive Branch, Dix. Calais; Valparai-

gress

I'hybicias

Brown,

so.

mii.

Trenton.

0 rounram. fountain,
nrtou; sells
Bliss, Hatch, Philadelphia; Thames, Albee,
Calais; Coral, Frisbee, Bangor.
Cld 20tn, sch Nathan Clifford, Shute. New Orleans.
Cld 26th. scbs Columbia. Nason, Deer Isle; Messenger, Snow, Bath.
Also chi 25th, brig Dan'l Boone, Sejrur. Matanzas.
DIG HTOX—Ar 2f»tb, brig Tangier, Sawyer, from
Bangor.
FALL RIVER—Ar 24th, sch Minerva, Jefferson,

1'i.rticutar

Surgeon.—H. A. LAMB. M. D.,
of Congress and Chestnut Streets,

and

Office, corner
Portland, Me.

paid

attention

diseases of the eye and

Surgery, including

to

tag?—6md

ear.

uiri

lowing quotations:

Ex.

Thurston. Lampber, Pirtou.
BANGOR—Ar 26th, brig A J Larrabee, Carlisle,
York; seha E J Talbot, Ame»bury, do; Du roc,
Thomas, and Eagle, Day. Bouton.
Cld 26th, brig Jessie <»ilker, tiilker. Tortuga*; scbs
Sarah Hall. Pie roe, Cambridge: II Rogers, Dannell,
Boston; II McIahhI. Williams, Salem.
MACHIAS—In port 2ftth Inst, bark Orphan (new)
Huntley, for New York; brig Mary Lowell, Johnson. for Wnat Indies.
ELLSWORTH—Ar 18th. sch* Georgia. Alter, and
Panama. Tate. Boston.
Ar 19th, sch IMaware, Boston.
Ar 20th, sch* Spartan, and Minneola, Boston.
Cld Sift, sch# Tugwassa, Patten, New York; Commodore. Grant Boston; Tbeo Frelingbuysea, Salis-

....

89.000

New

.do.101}

750 United States 7 3-10 Treasury Notes. 1041
12.175 United States Demand Notes.107j
66.000 U. States Certificates of Indebtedness... 99.
4.438 U. S. Coupons. August 19.114j
11,630 American Gold.115*

19.200.do.116}

^_

HARRIED.

In this city 2*'th inat, by Kev. W. R. Clark. Mr.
Henry S. B. Smith, of Brunswick, to Mi»* Dpi e ia
Uiplev, of Charlestown. Mas-.
In Bath 24tli inat. by Rev. S. F. Dike, Mr. Wa. J.
Wormwood to Miss Eliza J. Ridley, all of Bath.
In Augusta. William A. Haskell to Miss Sarah E.
Nash; James G. Nash to Mini Lizzie Hallo well, ail
of Augusta.

bury,

In this
73 years.

--

city 25th inst,

ton, from Calcutta Mav 16 for London.
June 14. lat 22 S, Ion ® E. ship H B Wright, Park,
from Akyab April 14 for Eogiaud.
Aug 12. lat 26 27, Ion —. bark Annie Kimball, from
Trapani for New Orleans.
Aug 20, off Smiths Island, brig Abner Taylor, from
Trinidad for Philadelphia.
Aug 21, lat 27. Ion 72, brig Yankee Blade, from
Bangor for Cuba.

..—

Hauson, Esq., aged

Samuel

(Funeral Wednesday afternoon at 3 o'clock, from
his late residence. Free St.)
In this city 26th inat, Mary Susan, youngest child
of Joseph B. and Hannah Learitt, aged 2 mouths.
In Brunswick 19th inat, Adam A. Woodside, aged
40 rears 3 mo*.
In Brunswick 11th inat, Edna, daughtor of N. C.
and II. D. Porter, aged 8 yean* 7 months.
In West Buxton 20th inst, Mr. Frank Butler, aged
26 years.
In Bath 25th inst. Jas. T. Corliss, a nu mber of the
Rhode Island Battcrv, aged 24 rears.
■

■■

■■

Salem.

SPOKEN.
Mav 30, lat 4 16 X, Ion 93 7 E, ship Shakspeare. Xor

DIED.
...

NEW ARYERTISEMENTa
STATE

PF

■AINU.

—

I n PORTS.
MAITLAND NS—Br sob Mary Jane, 85 tons plas-

ter—to master.
CORN WA ELIS, NS-Br sch Margaret
conls wood—to order.
FREDERICKTON, NS—Br sch Julia, 40
ber—to N. J. Miller.

Alice, 25
lift lura-

SAILING OF OCEAN STEAMSHIPS.
Mails are forwarded by every steamer in the regular lines. The steamers for or from
call at
Queenstown, except the Canadian line, winch call at

HEAD

Liverpool

to arrive.

The time for the meeting of compauiee of enrolled
militiA. for making > druft. ,hRll be Wi-dncadav. tho
tenth day or September, ism, at nine o'clock in th.
forenoon, instead of Wednesday the 3d

Hammonia.Southampton. New
City ol New York. Liverpool.New

York.. Aug 13
York. .Aug 13
14
Persia..Liverpool.New York..Aug 16
Great Eastern.Liverpool.New York Aug 18
City of Washing'll. Liverpool.New York. Aug 2*>
Asia.Liverpool. ...New York..Aug 28
York. Aug 27
Australasian.Liverpool.New York..Aug 30

HiiMTuian.Liverpool.Quebec.Aug

corresponding

There will be a
extemdon of time
for completing the draft, aud for furni.liing endenee
of exemption thereft’nin.and for notlfting the drafted
men of each company', quota, to appear at the
place
of the draft to pn.tre.xl to the rendeavotM, aa provided in General imier No. 33.

leutonia.Southampton.New

By

TO DEPART.

Scotia.New Y'ork. Liverpool.Aug 27
Glasgow.New Y'ork..Liverpool.Aug 9)
llan-a.New Y'ork.

.Bremen.Ang

.Liverpool.Aug
Aagk 8iXWI.Qu»-b«*c
Europa.Boston.Liverpool.
Sept
...

..

Hammonia.New York
City of New Y'ork.New Y'ork.

Hamburg.Sept

.Liverpool.Sept
Hibernian.Quebec.Idvrrpool.Sept
Great Eastern.New York. .Liverpool.Sept

..New ^ ork. Liv(TfMto!.Sept
Ponte
< 11 v of' WiL-liing’li New 4«»rk
.Uvovpool.Sept

..Boston.Liverpool.Sept
Teutonia.New Y ork.. Hamburg.Sept
Asia

9)
9»
3
8
6
6
9
10
13
17
20

QUARTERS,

Adjutant General's Orrtra,
Augusta, Aug. 26, 18*0.1
GENERAL ORDER No. 38.

Londonderry.

Order of the t uinmander-in-Chief

L. HODS DON.
Adjutant t,enerai.

JOHN

angC7

d3t

Como !

Com© !

1

I

YOUR COUNTRY CALLS YOU!
TWENTY

MARINE

NEWS.

PORT OF PORTLAND.
Taeialaji Aagwot 2fl.
ARRIVED.
Brig Ella Maria. Merrill, from St Jago de Cuba fbr
Falmouth, Eng,—put in leaky; will discharge for
repairs.

-Can hare

6th Maine

Va.it.- I*‘.n >rla nrl

la'iiilil

M .Iiihn

Convoy, (Br) Harmon,

St

Paid to each recruit

*75 in

N.

John KB, by the

Sawyer,
Kew England, Field, Eastport, by C C

Androscoggin
at

I'ainclia.ftOO tons, 10 years
something over SSXiOO.

(l»Y TKLKO U.U'H .]
NEW YORK, Aug. 2t>.—Ar, ship Victoria, Londou bark <>i James Scott, Piot idence.
Below, ship Constitution, from Liverpool.
PHILADELPHIA. Aug 2*-Ar. brig J X Spence.
Trinidad.- on Sunda> collided. otT Ban* gat. with the
bark West Wind; both put iu to the breakwater lor

repairs.

disasters.
Brig llobart. from Scilly for Eastport, has been
abandoned at sea; crew saved.
Ship Caroline Tucker. Congdon, at New York fm
Valencia, reports Aug iibh. lat 40 35, long 53 15, during a hurricane, lost fore and niaintopgallant iiiaMs,
with sails attached; the vessel was knocked on her
beam ends, where she lay a
complete wreck for several hours. Aug. 20 saw a wi»ck to the SW of us;
sent a boat's crew to examine it and found the yards
and masts of a vessel of about fiOO tons, yards paintcd black, hemp sails, masts painted w bite, with tie*
heel of the topmast sticking out of water.

and 160 Acres of Land,
war.

Xow 1* the last chance-

B.—Member* of the Battery

FOREIGN PORTS.
nil, ship Mary Crocker,

Sailed from Port Lewis 3*1

Williams, for Melbourne.

Sailed front Liverpool Uth inst, ship Old Dominion, Sampson, Boston.
Ar at Kingston 10th inst, ship Dorcas Prince,
Meady, Portland.
Ar at Panama 13th inst, steamship Constitution.
Kldridge, New York via Rio Janeiro, (and sld ltlth

fur San Francisco.
At Barhadoes Uth inst, barks Montezuma, Hamn;oud, for New York, diag; brig Atlantic, for do.
At do, brig M A Herrera. hilimati. from Hull, E.
At Poneeoth iuat, barks John Benson. Johnsou,
Ibr New York iu 3 days; Tivoli, Brown, from do,

sch Chief. Kldridge. from
bark Saxouville, Singer,

exempted

from

SAMUEL THURSTON,
an*27—dlw

Kocrniting

Practical

officer.

Tru^^, Fitter.

THOMAS

Ci.

LORllm,

DRUGGIST,
Cor. Exchange A Federal St*., Portland.
fllRUSSES applied without extra charge, and a
ft perfect tit guaranteed. Children'* Irusse*. also

iiulrumrutu for the cure of bow leg*, weakauclea and
club fret. Elastic Stocking* for
of enlarg'd
vein* constantly on hand.
ftP* T he Poor liberally considered.
aug37dtf

thc%cure

THE ANNUAL PICNIC EXCUBSION
-or the-

FREE STREET SABBATH SCHOOL
Will be made

on

Friday next,

to

Peak’s Island.

FIT HE Steamer Favorite will leave Stnrdivant’a
1 Wharf, foot of Park Street, at o'clock, precisely. touching at Burnham’' Wharf
Those who tnav N* unable to leave in the morning,
can take theft o’clock boat from Burnham’* Wharf
Ticket* 30 cent*, children half price, to p« obtained
at Bvron Carecuough A Co’s ami F. K. iiarria’.

Aug, 27,18d2.

did

AMERICAN HOUSE,
Bom**, Mann..

Grand Bank.

spoken—Aug 1, on Grand Bank, sells Pennsylvania, 550 <|tls lish: Dorado, 960; Kxchauge, 6W; A M
Cloutman, 8l“); Samuel Obear, 450; Ryder, 550.

are

Office 27 Market Square,

FISHERMEN.
Sid from Marblehead 19th, sch Aladdin, Vincent,

At St Martins 4th inst,
New \ ork, disg.
At Cienfticgos 1st inst,
for New Yura 7 days.

ADVANCE,

picket dnty.

Railroad.

the sale of bark

old, built in Maine,

ding.

A

before tearing the Statu.

Boston.

connect with the
note

Money,

At the close of the

Launched—At Rath 22*1 inst, front tlio vard of
Oliver Motes ft Son, a steamer of 600 tons. She will
be placed on the route between B<»>ion and Bath, to
We

Battery,—Capt. MeOilvery,

9990.0% BOUNTY

master.

Steamer
Katun.

la the-

imnu-d lately.

Sch Mary Ann, (Br) Gilpatrick, St Andrews, by X
J Miller.
Sch Defiance, Harrington, Baltimore, by Estes ft

Libby.
Sch Rosa.

MEN

place

VII

CLEARED.
Sch

a

Among those brave and gallant men, if applied for

Brig Moonlight. Worster, Philadelphia.

Sch Mary Jane, (Br) M acorn her, Maitland. NS.
Sch Julia. Anderson. Fredf nekton, NS.
Sch Rosa. Sawver. Fall River.
Sch Lookout, Thornton, Boston.
Sch Harriet Fuller, Hamilton, Boston.
Sch Dover Racket. Worster. Rockland for Boston.

remains
Clear

Baltimore.
Sid 23*1. brig S

Broker** Board. Boston. Any. 26.
8 1 Eastern Railroad.
721
9,000 United States Coupon Sixes (1881).1011

nu>r

quote $2 45 o2 50 p gal. Jersey
Tar put up in 3, 4 and 5 gal. kegs is selling at 80*&85o
P gal- There is very little, if any, Wilmington Tar
in market. We quote Rosin $15**20, which prices
are nearly nominal, ns there is very little, if
any,

the 29th

unfavorable, the
place under the
shed, instead of the open parade

inside

clined.

transportation of passengers to and from the
grounds, returning to Portland, to Augustaand Lewiston, on the same evening. To guard
against exposure from unfavorable weather,
parties are advised to provide outside garments

Rondont for Portland.
Ar 23d, achs Mary Nowell. Lovell, New Bedford,
for Philadelphia; Oricutal, Cottiu,
Georgetown, DC,
for Providence.
Sid 23*1, schs (inick«tep. Eagle, Coral, Ida May,
Hiawatha. FiMseuden, Catharine Beals.
Sid 24th, brig B Young, Cook, for Stonington;
schs J P Rosa, J P Bent, Lookout. R B Pitta,
Dahlia,
era,

the Throat aud

and

NAILS.—We continue to quote $3
our

Historical Celerration.—The citizens
of Maine, and all others desirous of attending
the public celebratiou of the first settlement

England, at

are

eration of the

destined to die in our sms.

of August, instant, are respectfully notified
that the arrangements are perfected for the

inquiry

hbd*., and 23c in this.
METALS.—'Tin Plates are very firm at advanced
prices. We now quote Char. 1 C $11 a 11 50; I X do.
$12 7&g,13 25; and Coke do. $9 25a 9 50. All kinds

brawny a fellows’ arm, raising scarlet letters
upon it, or even iu exhibiting mysterious
hands,to Ihiitow the phrase of the street, "we
don’t see it," but must plod on in ignorance,

of New

not much

in

may engage

as

mar-

quotations arc nearly
nominal. We quote 80S31c for Sweet Clayed. 32«£
33c for Muscovado, and 2Ha2Sc for Tart Clayed.—
There is a lot of Trinidad Muscovado offering in the
market at 33c. We quote Sugar House Syrup at «3c

the

our

that

The

considerable firmness at the

nor

shall have ferried us "over the

so

9$"10c, and kegs 10"10$c.

at

advance.

If we can feel within a spirit presence,
shall bo very well contented. Our scepti-

conductor of

selling

ket i* characterized with

river.”
we

!

ket.

inactive.

column,
Hail,
associate,
like Bro. Stetson of the Advertiser, has been
spending a half hour with the “spirits.” He
brief article iu the local

a

seen

FORTRESS MONROE—In port noth, sclia White
F'oam, Conley, and Sea Nymph, Conley, wtg; Ocean
Bird, Berry, from Haiti mo tor Boston.
HAL1T3IOKF1—Ar 22d, ship Ann F. Hooper, Hooper, Liverpool; schs Mary Aim, Gibbs, New York;
Funpress, Toraev, and Charlie A Willie, Vinalhavcu;
Wonder, Halleck. Boston.
PHILADELPHIA—CM 28d mat, brigs Delmonte
Locke, Veazie, aud W A Dresner, Hatch. Boston;
schs Pa ran, Clark; Wave, Merritt; 1
Thompson,
Doughty, and Detinout, Grecu, do; Fred Warren,
Coombs, Providence.
Del.
Lewes,
Aug. 23-The frigate New Ironsides
passe*i this morning.
ELIZABETHPORT-Cld 22d, schs Maine. Brown ;
Lamartine, Graut, and Arabella. Wasa, Boston.
ALBANY—Ar 23d, schs Trvpheuia, Nickerson.
Boston; Treasure. Bacon. Providence.
NEW YoRK—Ar 28*I. steamship Blackatone, from
New Orleans; U S steam transport Guide. M or
ley,
BeanfortNC; steamships Ariel, Miner, AspinwaU;
Creole, Thompson, New Orleans.
Also ar 23d. ships ( ultivatnr. Russell.
Liverpool;
Carolina Tucker. Congdon, Valencia 17th ult; Chas
C Duncan, Otis, Trapani. June 17th, via Boston;
Gen McClellan, (new) Watts, Thomaston;
brigs Nathan, Means. Ctenfaegus.
Cld 23d, schs Gentile, Getchell, Portsmouth* Angeline, Staples, Boston.
IIA RiF'ORD—Ar 25th, ach
Bay State, A rev, from
Bangor.
81a 25th, ach C C Farnsworth, Bridges, Boston:
Thos Jefferson. Brewer, Albany.
PROVIDENCE—8!d 28d. schs Arno, Crockett, for
St John NB; T B Smith, Briggs, mod Henrv Clay,
Delano, Albany; Sarah Anu, Grover; Reindeer,
Davis; Zoe, Cotrrell, Snow Drift, Snow, and F D
Decker, New York.
PA WTUCKET—Ar 23d, ach Hattie Annah, Orcut,
Boston.
NEWPORT—Ar22d, ach Catharine Beals, Flow*

at 812314

P ton, aud Loose 813" 14, aud New Hay 911 "12;
the latter comes forward as yet very slowly.
HIDES.—We continue to quote Slaughter 6»^6c,
and Green Salted 81 15« 1 25. Calf-skins are moderately active at 9.al0c, and Green Sheep Pelt* at 75
(£9l>c.
HOPS.—The prices for Hops are nominal. We
quote growth of 1661 at 816317. The new crop

the w’orld ever knew, and the truest reformer,
was crucified for no other offenxe. than pro-

ZJF' By

ach Okolona.

rules

5.75, and 50 bbls. Michigan
100 bbls. Southern Illinois

Western Extra sold at

those who would crush out, the rebellion. We
shall not feel troubled about our friend’s objec-

it will be

Royai

pired.

re-

which

store, at price* less than many of the hading grades could be laid down in our market at the

do not think It

sentiment.

Company

quote

stocks in

those who are not loyal to their country aud
its flag—those who half sympathize with, aud

public

now

Dried Fruit

FISH.—There has been very little

Of course it will tend to produce a division between those who are and

division in

we

last, and prices are generally unchanged. Mackerel
are coming in more plentifully, and meet ready sale.
Wo noticed some decline on No. 2's, aud now quote
86.00,3 6.50 per bbl.
FLOUR.—The market is more firm at slightly ad-

at the North.

n

high prices;
The prices for

quote Bunch Box 93 40 a3 00, and Layers 93 62£3 S8
p box.

£y*A friend in Topshain—an old subscribto the Bath Times—objects to the radicalism of the Press, can't conscientiously support
it. aud believes it is calculated to injure the
Union cause by producing a divided sentiment

ducing

case.

an

steady, except for Raisins on
recently noticed a decided advance,

subjects

remember that the best

in any class of
brisk demand

main

er

we

a

abundant supply of nearly all
of the Green Fruits of the season. Choice Eating
Apples are selling at 92 6Ga3. Bartlett Tears, 57 38
crate. “Green Gales" 83 4>
i> bbl. Teaches 94
bush.; aud Tomatoes75c£81 f> bush. Lemons con-

publish the brief paragraph
from a correspondent relative to the passage
through the city of the 18th regiment. Their
movement from Bangor had been announced
for Monday morning, and was subsequently
changed to Sunday, and very few people in
this city knew of the change till too late to
provide refreshments for them had the disposition to do so been ever so general.

long as

id

FRUIT.—There

worth while to

so

At Zaz. l,t lu5t, bark Wenonah, Pickett. for New
3 ork 15 days.
At Sagua 8th lust, brig John Pier*^, Morton, ar 3d
from hey Wet*—Molasses was scarce and
high and
no freights to be obtained, would
probably leave for
Neu|K»rt, in liallaM.
Ar at .Nu'*au. NP, 28th ult, sch Louisa, Tolies
Charleston, SC.
Ar at do 21>th ult., brig Trindelin, Kaier, Hath.
Ar at doGth, schs Sterling Price, Port
8C;
Minna, Charleston, SC.
Sid from do 28th ult, brig Cygnet, Porter, New
York.

Jaiiius

ulars sec advertisement.

tion

to be

Molasses Hhd. Shooks and Head* at
60, and Sugar do. 82 35a2 45, and Country
do. 81 fiO&t 75. Dry Riff Shooks are worth 81 6(Xg
1 76, aud Hoops 21a23.
DUCK.—The Portland Duck Co. hare recent y
made an advance on their Duck. Our quotations
now are for No. 3, 68c; No,
10, 47c; Ravens
Duck, 80c. U. S. Tent Duck, 10 oi., 47]c, and 12 oa.
do.. 67c.
DRUGS.—Prices remain steady, transactions more
limited at this season. We have only to notice some
decline on Alcohol, which we now quote 66«70c.
Also Catnphcne, which now sells at 82 50(«2 60.—
Camphor remains Arm at recent advance*. We notice some advance on Magnesia aud now quote X®
86c; also on Imiigo, and quote Manilla Fine 8125

Mayor Thomas received a telegram yesterday,
reply to an iuvitation from him to the General to visit this city, which states that “the
General returns thanks for the very flattering
invitation, but in consequence of previous engagements, cannot accept.”
£_y Friday the Popham Celebration comes
off at the mouth of the Kennebec. Perhaps
some of our city readers may not be aware of
the fact, that one of the finest and most extensive beaches on the coast of New England,
stretches away from Fort Popham, starting
from within ten rods of the Fort. For particwe

change

82 40 £2

in

*y Upon the whole

no

There continues

to Portland.

come

at

vanced. We now quote American 18al3|c, and Rus•
sia 15]al6c, and Russia Boitrope 16]^16c.

and show tBe

power of the nation to command its
for the tint ional defense.

demand

CORDAGE.—Both American and Russia have ad-

if for no other reason than

Septcm!>er,

moderate

prices, aud coutiuue to sell, (at retail) 88 p ton for
White Ash, Lehigh and Franklin.

Eastport, under data of Aug. 21st, mentions
the arrival of a sliooner Hattie, Capt. Cook,
with 200 barrels of mackerel, caught off Mount
Desert. The Hattie was absent fifteen days.
On Monday the 23d, caught 100 barrels.
Zff' The following sums were received at
the Treasurer’s Office, Augusta, as the allotments of the 1st Maine Cavalry, August 23
1862, to wit: Co. A, $888; C, $1,084; D, $1,072
E,$1,084; F,$274:; G,$752; II, $3,060 ;K,
$1,748; L. $1,715; M, $670—total, $12,356.
Tiie Draft.—Secretary Stanton is reporton

in

consequence of the high rates of freights.
COAL.—Dealers remain firm at recent advanced

some

ed to have said that a draft will be made

chiefly.

CEMENT.— Continue*

81 20H1 30 p bbl., and price* tending upwards, in

if it

OAFmunmwInni

.stock.

CREAM TARTAR.—Dealer* are firm at 86@40c p
lb, the latter price being for strictly pure; sales con
fined to cash

Abbott's History of tite Crrn, War.—
We have heretofore given the work an extended notice, and are very glad to learn that our
citizens are subscribing for it liberally. We
arc informed that the agent has already obtained about two hundred subscribers.
xr

light

^
COFFEE.—Price* for mi description* continue to
have an advancing tendency, and dealers remain
firm at our following quotations: Java27a28c, Rio
and St. Domingo 21] a22]c p lb. There i* no Mocha
in this market, aud quotations for that article are
merely nominal.

blown off.
us

very

nominal.

meeting in Saco this evening Several
excellent speakers are expected to be present.
Let there be a grand rally.
Cy The pulpit of one of the Methodist
Churches in Bath w as supplied last Sabbath,
morning and afternoon, by members of the
lftth regiment.
^y The Bath Times says that during the
squall of Saturday evening a portion of the
roof of the town farm building iu Topsliam,
would not astonish

a

CHEESE.—Ha* declined, ami i* more plentiful.—
New York and Vermont we now quote 8]&9. New
Country Cheese comes in very slowly and prices are

war

was

Apples.

dred.

lie a great

to

very little if auy de-

in

four

are

There is

BEANS—continue in moderate demand at the recent
declined price*, and sale* are now made
83a3 12] p bush, for White Pea Beans, 82 75 a 3 for
Marrow, and 82 62a2 87 for Blue Pods.
BREAD.—'There i* a steady demand, with sales of
Pilot at 84 7.5« 5, and Ship 83 75*^4 p bbl. Cracker®
are selling at 83 25* 3 50 p bbl., and 35£40c p hun-

jy The St. Johns’ papers speak of the severity of the tornado on Saturday evening, in
that vicinity.
£y The Bath Times says there
brothers in the Blth regiment', by the
Whitten, from the town of Troy.

Apples continne to come to marfreely, and prices have further declined. We now

quoto $2<rt3 p bbl.

of bounties to recruits.

tells
I Hnd by a sudden raid of 210 guerillas upon
Cattell's station, under cover of the night, 20
supply trains were destroyed, and their contents injured by the rebels.
A hundred prisoners and many horses were taken.
All the
private papers and letters of Gen Pope, copies
of dispatches and reports, memoranda relating
to the campaign and to the army, copies of telegrams, all dispatches received from the President, Halleek and the War Department, orders
issued to Generals of the corps and divisions,
all maps and topographical charts containing
information of the greatest value; in a word,
the whole history and plan of the campaign,
the number and disposition of troops—all are
revealed to the enemy by this disaster. It is
taking the rebel General into the confidence of
Gen. Halleek, and may render it necessary to
change the whole campaign.
The Washington correspondent of the Tribune says, relative to the important capture of
Pope’s dispatches and baggage, that the whole
might have been saved and the attack repulsed,
if there had been pickets or even sentries about
the camp, but there has not been a guard
mounting at head quarters since Gen. Pope
took the Held;—a piece of carelessness for
which lie lias paid a heavy penalty.
The Washington corresponent of the Times
states that the main portion of Gen. McClellan's aruiy lias reached Alexandria, and will
soon join Gen.
Pope's army.
The Warrenton Junction correspondent of
the Herald, writ s as follows:
Military critic# profess to believe that our
forced advances to the Hapidan were prematurely made. Jackson disturbed our tlgures
somewhat at Cedar Mountain,and possibly deranged our calculations; as a consequence he
and his coadjutors assail us now within JO
miles of Manasses, and with the largest army
the rebels have ever rallied, east or west. We
alt look hopefully for the coming of General
McClellan. Gen. Burnside's troops are here.
If the new levies were ever needed it is at tills
time. Gen. l’ope is still held to lie equal to
any emergency. The crippled hut indomitable
Banks is still with his command, and General
McDowell hits an opportunity to w ipe away a
bloody recollection within cannon shot of Bull
Bun. Our retreat from Culpepper w as a masterly thing and it is not believed to lie marked
by the loss of so much as an old boot or a
haversack. When shall we all learn the masterly art of advancing ns well'.’

ket

does not seem well

es-

cape wane ne mioiuu oe loosing mere lor nHe was too quirk for her, however; for, hastily examining the place indicated, he was

A PPLES.—Green

arrival of an

barbarities upon the white
devil of secession.

hiding-places, charged
alone in the house,

ending Aug. 27th, 1-562.

of the

Baker’s

SUGARS.—The market continues quiet, with limCrushed, Granulated and Powdered at
12J ® 13c, and New Orleans
We notice a
further reduction of Jc on Portland Sugars. The
ited sales of

X®te.—We wish it to he understood that our quotations represent price® of large lots from first hand*,
unless otherwise stated, and that in tilling small orders, higher rate's have to be charged.

habit of biding his money in various places
about his premises, and having lost a sum from
was

For the week

in Boston to-morrow

should yet turn out that the Indians of Minnesota have been iuspired to commit their hellish

of his

Review of the Market.
BY M. N. RICH.

19 years of age. The Bath Sentinel
and Times learns that Hunter had been in the
woman

taken it.

on

man

geants.

For

the

ltcpiilar Correspondent.

Saturday evening last, lion.
the chair. It was voted to pay
who slutll enlist to fill up our

city

of smart

Androscoo'n WM. F.

are

Hear Brother:—I received your letter this
morning, and hasten to answer it. 1 received
one from father yesterday, in which he said lie
was going to write to \V. P. Fessenden, John
N. Goodwin, and I don’t know who all, to get
my discharge tor me. And I find your letter
this morning to contain something of the same
sort. Now don’t you see the absurdity of
such a course? In the first place I dou’t want
1 had rather get well and
my discharge.
and go back to my Regiment.
An
lias
army surgeon
charge of the Hospital, and
alter our remaining here a certain length of
time we are examined, and unless we are perfectly right in every way, shape, aud manner,
we are discharged.
It is impossible to get
over 48 hours furlough.
All that troubles me,
is, I am very weak. I like to hear from home,
like to have letters from you very much, for I
want to know what is going on. But I had
rather not have any letters at all, than getsueh
mournful ones as yours and father’s were.—
Now please, w hen you get this, write me a
long letter, containing all the news. I would
write more, but have only a few moments to
write this in. If you are| at home, just tell
them not to worry about me. I have been
where the bullets whistled around my ears,
and shells bursting in close proximity to my
head, but they did not harm me, and I don't
lielieve they ever will. Thank you for your
kind wishes, and for those jiostage stamps, but
not for your efforts to get my discharge.—
Hope to hear from you soon. Please write a
longer letter next time.

one

Cony in

each

to

Somerset.ALBERT LEAVITT, ofWaldo.8. A. HOWES, of Belfast.
fork.JOHN HALL, of North Berwick.

we

think,
proud

gentleman of this vity, amt
publication:
ARMV IIosriTAI., WF.STPmLADKI.PniA, 1
August 21, 1802. j
banded

ter, who

quota (fifty-one) of nine months troops, the
sum of one hundred dollars, and that the
Mayor lie authorized to employ a sufficient number

Cl*RTIS,

when

in the

Augusta, Aug. 25,18(12.
Press :—At a meeting of the citizens

this

Samuel

For County Treasurers,

winter,

our

gallant dead,
big heart.

York Post—Recruits—Appointments.

of Lewiston.
C.
Aroostook... .SAM'L BRADBURY, of N. Limerick.
Cumberland.- THOMAS 11. MEAD, Bridgton.
Franklin_LEONARD KEITH, of Farmington.
Hancock.WILLIAM H l'lLSBURY, of-.
Kennebec.DANIEL PIKE, of Augusta.
Ano.r.ALDEN SPRAGUE of Rockland.
Oxford.WILLIAM A P1IX.IN, of Paris.

Last

of the

Letter from Augusta.
Bounty for nine months men—Iter. Mr. Hadley—Paroled Prisoner* from Maine—.Vein

For Clerks of Courts,
Jlaneork.PARKER W. PERRY, of Ellsworth.
Kennebec.WM. 31. STRATTON, of Augusta.
Somerset.HIRAM KNOWLTON, of-

mee

Major

the names of the

warmest recesses of its

For Countv Attomevs.
Cumberland. .MOKES M. BUTEER, Portland.
Franklin_SEWELL CRAM, of Wilton.
Knox.L. W. HOWES, nf Rockland.
Waldo.E. K. BOYLE, of Unity.

The

Run, the

gallant Maine Fourtb,and proved himself every
Inch a soldier. He and his regiment are worthy
of all honor, and the State will not be slow to
remember and cherish their names, and par-

Sherilft,
Aroostook... .WILLIAM SMALL, of Fort Fairfield.
Cusnberland..THOMAS PENNELL, Harpswell.
Franklin ....ORREN DAGGETT, of New Sharon.
Ksnnebtc.JOHN HATCH of Augusta.
Knox.8. W. LAUGHTON, of Appleton.
Oxford.HORATIO AUSTIN, of Canton.
Penohsad... .JOHN S. CHADWICK, of Bangor,
Somerset.ABNER P. POWERS ofWaldo.J. D. TUCKER, of Belfast.
York.GEORGE GOODWIN, of Wells.

For

in the battle of Bull

was

For

.1

attack

received by

was

The Maine Regiment behaved

from the front.

...

Androscog'nlSAAC

The

was made upon
them; they repulsed it, then went to the support of the 21st Indiana, and drove the enemy

For County Commissioners,
Danville.
Androscog'n. ROBERT MARTIN, of of
Aroostook....THOMAS J. BROWN,
llodgdon,
NATHAN 8. LUFKIN, of Eaton Gr’t.
Cumberland..REUBEN HIGGINS, C. Elizabeth
Franklin
.OLI VF.K PETTENGILL, of H lltou.
Hancock.BARNEY S. HILL, fi>r Bill term
RUFUS H. BIL8BY, for vacancy.
Kennebec.EZEKIEL UUBBARD
Knox.NATH L ALFORD, of Hop*.
Oxford.ELIAS M. CARTER, of Bethel.
Penobscot. ...C. BATCHEI.DEH. of---.
Somerset.BENJ. F. LEADliETTER, ofWaldo.EEUBEN W. FILES, of Troy.
York.DIMoN ROBERTS, of Lyman,
ALFRED HULL, of Sbapleigh.

right metal,” and

we

kindly

name

“Fourteenth” at the expense of any other regiment.
We have published a list of the killed.wonnded and missing of the Maine 14th, which was
correct, except that to the number of killed—

OF SKOWHEGAK.

of the

“ring

as

of its author, but enjoined confidence forbids. Suffice it to say, it is from
one whe knew whereof he was speaking, and
was

ABNER COBURN,

the

ORIGINAL

Hospital.

that Maine has sent many just such young men
to the army a* the writer of this letter, which

one

give the

NOMINATIONS.

Our “Boys’* In the

The following letter contains,

who was mixed up with the blood
and carnage of that sanguinary conflict. We
regret that we cannot publish the letter and
from

Wednesday .Morning, August 27,1862.
REPUBLICAN

Well, that regiment ha* been heard from, on
bloody field of Baton Rouge. We have a
letter before us. dated at that place Aug. 13th,
the

S the largest and beat arranged Hotel in
_the New England state.-; in centrally located, ami easy <•! access from all the route* of
I
travti, It contain* the modern improve] _jineul*. and every cetiveuience for the comaccommodation of
lott ami
ng
The sleeping rooms are large ami well vcutilated;
the stilt* of rooms are well arranged, and completely
furnished for families ami large travelling partiea,
and the house will coutiuue to be kept a* a first cla*a
ilotel In every respect.

public.

LEWIS KICK, Proprietor.
UTrais
Boston, January. 1**G2.

Spirit mil i*ni.
FOSTER, Test Medium, from New York,
•
having recently returned from Europe, will
give seeaiicc* at \o. 3b f’ke$tnut Street. Hours from

("1

ii.

10 o'clock A. M. to 4 I*. M
Person* who desire to w itneaa the remarkable manifestation ol printing name* on the arm, can now
have an opportunity.
dlw
Portland, Aug. 20, 1*02.

^——————

MATTERS

ABOUT TOWN.

LATEST

2yDont forget the great war meeting to
lie held at the New City Hall oil Thursday evening next. Go early and secure your seats.

BY TELEGRAPH,
TO THE

Personal.—Among the arrivals at the
Preble House, we notice that of Col. Ames of
the 20th Regiment.
CyAIwut forty men were enlisted by the
three offices ye^ferday. The work goes bravely on.
ty It gives us much pleasure to inform
the people of Portland of the unprecedented
success of Messrs. Pierce, Shaw and Jones, recruiting officers, whose company Is now full.

song

a rare

opportunity

Portland

was

Rebel Attack

Poppenhurg's

as

we

stated

yesterday,

not

that

y Would it not lie well for gentlemen to
remember, in their speeches to-morrow night,
that the object is to secure recruits—to promote enlistments, and then direct their remarks to that end ?
members of the 1st Portland Com-

pany, M. Y. M., are hereby requested to meet
at their armory this afternoon, at 21-2 o'clock
for the purpose of drill and parade.

Poppcn-

•

PRISONERS.

Cincinnati, August 20.
A special despatch to the Commercial, from
the Chaplain of the 7th Ohio regiment, dated
Fort Donelson 25tll, says that the rebels under
Col. Woodward, the same that took Clarksville, made an attack on the fort, and were repulsed with tile loss of thirty killed and wounded.
Col. Woodward's horse was shot under
him. and bis saddle and pistols are now in our
possession. The rebels sent a Hag of truce
previous to the attack.and demanded a surrender. The question was put to the oHicers, and
every man said “no!”
The force of the rebels consisted of 450 infantry, 335 cavalry and two Held pieces. The
tort was under the command of Major Hunt,
with four companies of the 71st Ohio regiment,
and Col. Rodney Mason’s regiment.
Thu Commercial has a de-patch from Lexington, Ky., which says there is no occasion
A
for alarm about Ceu. Morgan’s position.
courier has arrived, who reports that there is
The
no fear of starvation among his troops.
rebels have 15,000 men in front ol him and
30,000 in his rear, commanded by Gen. Rragg
and Kirby Smith.
Cassius M. Clay left here to-day with liis
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Greenville, Mo., Aug. 2fi.
M^j. Lepperd, of the 13th Illinois cavalry,
with two hundred men, met a body of rebels,
350 strong, yesterday, between Bloomfield and
Cape Girardeau, and routed them, killing thirty, wounding fifty, and taking sixteen prison-

A number of horses, several wagons, a
quantity of side arms and ammunition and
their ramp equippage were taken. The rebels
scattered through the woods, and it is not
probable that they will again join together.—
Parties of national troops, thoroughly equipped for guerilla chasing, are after other rebel
bands.
Since the battle at Lone Jack, Gen. Blunt
with a formidable force has been pursuing the
combined rebel band under Coffee anil Quantrell. It was expected that they would form
a junction with Rains at Greenfield and ofTer
him battle. All hoped that such would he the
case, for Gen. Blunt had sufficient force to dispel any feeling of alarm as to the result being
other than a victory lor the national arms.—
The guerillas would also have almost their entire strength in the engagement. But the rebel Rains was not at Greenfield, ami the hands
of Cotfee and Quantrel lied down the Arkansas, which alone promised safety, ami that was
gained as speedily as possible. General Blunt
having found further pursuit useless, has sent
his artillery and cavalry to Fort Scott.
His
infantry yet remain in the vicinity of Greenfield, where oli is at present quiet.
Coffee and Rains have formed a junction,
and are recruiting and reorganizing, evidently for the purpose of further depredations.
Gcu. Blunt's force is so dispersed that it can
keep close watch and move speedily to any

will be in attendance.

point required.
With tlie exception of small roving bands,

tlie State at present may 1m? considered free
from Confederate" forces, though they are only
waiting for a favorable opportunity to again
swarm over it.
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Earl Russell's Letter to Mr. Stuart.

VI anted
PCA MEN to work

OU
Fathkk Point, August 20.
A letter from Earl Russell to Mr. Stuart is
follows:
.Sir:—1 have left hitherto unanswered and
unnoticed a dispatch of Mr. Reward's, which
Mr. Adams delivered more than a month ago.
1 have done so partly because there was no
pro|awal in it upon which Iter Majesty’s government were culled upon to come to any eonelusion. Events subsequent to tin- date of Mr.
Reward's letter, have shown that Her Majesty’s
government in their opinion upon the iirst of
these points, were not mistaken. Victories
have been gained, and reverses have billowed.
Positions have been reached in near neighborhood of tiie Capitol of the confederates, and
these positions have been again abandoned.—
These events have been accompanied by great
loss of life in buttle and hospital. While such
measures
as
the confiscation hill passed
through both houses of Congress, and the
proclamation of Gen. Butler at New Orleans,
bear evidence of tiie increasing bitterness of
the strife, the approach of a servile war so
much insisted upon by Mr. Seward in his dispatch, only forewarned us that another element of destruction may be added to the loss
of property and waste of industry which already afflict the country so lately prosperous
and tranquil.
Nor, on the other |>oiiit to
which I have adverted, have 1 anything new
to say. From the moment intelligence first
readied this country that nine States anil several millions of inhabitants of the great American Union had seceded, and had made war on
the government of the President, down to the
present time, Her Majesty's government have
pursued a friendly, open and consistent course.
They have been neutral between the two parties to a civil war. Neither the loss of the
raw material of the manufacture so necessary
to a great portion of our people, nor the insults constantly heaped upon the British name
in speeches and newspapers, nor the rigor beyond the usual practice of nations with which
tiie Queen’s subjects iu attempting to break
the loose blockade of the Routheru ports have
been t real cl, have induced Her Majesty's government to swerve an inch from ail impartial
neutrality. At this moment they have nothing
more at heart than to sec that consummation
of which the President speaks in bis answer to
the Governors of 18 States, viz: the bringing
of this unnecessary and injurious civil war to
a sjieedy aud satisfactory conclusion.
As to
the course of opinion in this county, the President is aware that perfect freedom to comment
upon all public events, is in this country the
invariable practice, sanctioned by law and approved by the universal sense of the nation.
as

More Particulars of the Iudi&n Massacre.
St. Pai l, Min. Aug. 20.
The latest news from New Ulna Is to Saturterial. Let any one who would like to look
brigade.
day night; this village is nearly burnt up. An
Geu. Nelson lias relieved Gen. Lew Wallace,
arrival irom Crows Wing direet, brings intelupon the muscle and nerve of Maine, pay
the
who will take
Held.
them a visit.
ligence that "Hole in the Day,” the great ChipThe uegro brigade raised to repair the sevpewa chief, issued a proclamation that he
leave
to-morrow.
eral
railroads,
would not be responsible for the conduct of
yThe America Hose Company, of this
from
Geu.
Jas.
8.
Jackson.late
Congressman
the Indians after Tuesday, and warning the
city, true to their name,out of their twenty orig- the second district of
will take the
whites to leave the country before that time.
Kentucky,
inal members, have sent eleven to the land of
Held immediately.
Hole in the Day sends a dispatch to CommisThe Gazette's Frankfort correspondent says ! sioner Dale and .1 udge Cooper, to come up
Dixie, to do battle for the Union. Beat this
that an arrival from the mountains gives more ! and make a treaty. "Tlie Chippewa agent,
who can!
cheering news. Gen. Morgan has repulsed a ] Walker, against whom complaints have been
y Recruiting papers formerly in the bauds
large force of reliels oil the other side of the made by the Chippewas, is reported to have
Cumlicrkiud Gap, and has provisions and forcommitted suicide in a fit of insanity,
of Messrs. Pierce, .Shaw, and Jones, have
He is in
The Chippewa difficulty following so close
age enough to lust him thirty days.
been transferred to Messrs. Knight, Chase and
no danger. CoL Garrard has had several skirupon tlie Sioux raid, causes great alarm. Tlie
Small, who have erected their office in front of mishes with the enemy, repulsing them every northern part of the State is making earnest
time.
tlie Custom House.
application for military aid. Despatches from
Col. Libby, 25th, says he had arrived at St.
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known in musical'circles in this city, has enWashington, August 20.
fore the Indians are subdued. He thinks they
Twenty-one prisoners of w ar, and as many have four or five thousand warriors to meet
listed to join the Sixth Maine Battery as a primore State prisoners, have just been released
sooner or later.
vate. He leaves for the seat of war in a few
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w ere rendered homeless.
The loss is I ginia (i's fid; Calil'orata i s 100; Treasury tS'slWj; I stamps
people
York, 1‘opt office, Box,
day night Knight’s body had not been found.
1
June £i.
l Government 6's, coupons, 101J.
W00,000, very little insurance.
isiind&w
_

fc? The members of Ihe 20th Regiment, at
Camp Mason, are composed of the linest ma-

■

Additional Foreign News, per steamship
Hibernian.

ers.

C2P" Remember the Aileghauians to-night,
at Lancaster Hall.
Their entertainment will
afford

Defeat of Coffee and Rains.

Immediately.

on

Apply

Aug.

Equipments.

31 ilitary
to

HENRY DUNN & SON,

28.

dtf

Exchange

Street.

WANTED—SI000 TO $10,000
On
In

mort^rnKc

Konl Estate,

on

the City of Portland, for

7 to 8 per

w hich from
in interest will be paid.

cent

Address Post Office, Box 348.

auglGdltwAw

APPLICATH)N8
Aug. 1, 18*72.

TENEMENTS WANTED.
ANTED—Convenient tenements for the
two small families, in
respectable localities, and within ten min-

MW

Oval, Square or Kliptical frames, with
Rosewood, Black Walnut or <Hit finish made
utes'walk of the Post Office. Rent not to ! to order, of any size, style or deefgii, of new ami
exceed from $150 to 175 |K-r annum.
elegant patterns; also cheap Looking Glasses and
Address Box 42, Post office, or
plates re-set in old frames, bv
apply at the CountMORRISON k CO., 26, Market Square.
ing Room of the Daily Press,Fox Block.
Portland, June 23.
distf
House to Let.

J

ALECTCRE

WITH

WANTED.
RENT, of five or six
part of the city.

Enquire

(remises may !>«• examined at any time,
•'or further particulars applr to

WANTED

MONTH’S

920,00 Bounty

tf

BOXES Fine Yellow Sugar.
89 hhds. Muscovado Sugar.

4

tierces
do.
do.
hhds. Muscovado Molassos.
tierces
do.
do.
bids.
do.
do.
Brig I. D. Lincoln. For sale

Cargo

llic City.

by

UOI'HNI KATUN,

No. 1 Ceutral

monied

of

men

Aug. 11, 1962.

MAKING A TOTAL OF

Just received and for sale

|

_

Recruiting Office at the Office of Lewis Pierce,
nor of Middle and Lime streets.

aug4d4w

THE

-OS

SHORES OF

—

NEW

ENGLAND,

Under the authority of the

Eoyal Charter

of

April 10th. 1008,

At the site ..f the ancR 1,1 fort
fit. George,
t’cniii.ulR „r (i.hino, at the

MOCTH OF THE KENNEBEC
Whieh will take

Friday, the 90th
2»iTH unmuir

place

of

on

the

RIVER,

on

AuKum, IN«9,

or Til*

ibauocratkir
-Of the-

First

Civil
ON'

Government

THESE SHORES.

Vermont BUTTER,
CHEESE.
and for sale by
F. A. SMITH.

aug4d4w

19 k 21 Silver

Street.

JONES.)

i<*vawT.-n

tf

uaau

f>prrk HHD8.

Cardenas Molasses,
200 do. Muscat ado do.

100 boxes H. B. Sugar,
For sale by JOHN LYNCH k CO.
Je23—3m

Lnmber.
OAA (WWI FEET gang-sawed, Seasoned
Jm\Hemlock Boards.
100.000 fret rough-edged Hemlock Fence Boards, at
84 per M feet. For sale by
J. II. HAMLEN.
al'sllm

Hobson's Wharf.

Fruit Cans.
GOOD ASSORTMENT of Fruit Cans. both
fer sale at Manufacturers* Prices,

A Ola** and Tin.
By

KENDALL k
Old

July 29.

1R02.

d2mis

WHITNEY,
City Hall. Portland.

Teas.
HALF CHESTS Fine Oolong Teas,

2KH
w

Je23—3n»

do.
50 do.
For sale hr

do.

Souchong

JOHN LYNCH k CO.

No. 175 Middle si., Portland*
Signs. Banners, Landscapes, Figures, Flowers, Scroll
Work, Ac.

COAL

&

.Special train., leaving I'ortland and Angoita at 7
M., will he run over the Kennel,cc A I'ortland R
K.. te tving Brunswick at 8 A. II connecting at Bath
with the steamer* rni
uing lo anil from the site of
Fort I opham.
returning to I'ortJaud and to Angttfta,
•topping at the Intermediatepla « on Ihesame evening alter the celebration ecrvice* are completed
Excursion Tickets over the Railroad vvill be sold
at
hall price, or &1.2&down and track
From Brunswick and Topsbam 60 eeuU for
ticketa

3w

Gallant Seventh Maine!

WOOD,

CHEAP FOR CASH,
DELIVERED TO ANY PART OF THE CITY.

The service concluded, the President of the Historical Society will unite hi* Excellency, Israel Washburn, Jr.. Governor of Maine, to cause the Memorial
Stoue to be put in place, by tbe consent of the U. 8.
Government, in accordance with the request
of the
1
Maine Historical Society.
Accepting this trust with an allusion to the Historic importance of the occasion, Gov. Wisbburn will
invite LEONARD WOODS, D. D., Pre ident of
ltowdoin College, to take marge of the work.
Addressing Gen. TOTTEN, or ( apt. T. L. CASET
the officer in charge, and receiving in
reply tbe assent of the Government. Dr. WOODS will invite the
Masonic Fraternity to cause tbe Memorial Stone to
be out into its place, with tbe
appropriate form* of
their ancient order. Hon JOSIAH n. DRUMMOND
Guam! Master of the Grand Lodge of
Maine, will
theu proceed with tbe ceremony, and its eouclusfoa
will be followed by appropriate Music. Ikh will ba
followed bv an address by JOHN A. POOR.
Esq., of
Portland, the orator of the day.
From the Fort the company will march to the
pavilion where Judge Kent, of Bangor, will
preside, assisted by Vice Presidents, one from each Connty, aa
follows:
York—Hon. P. Eastman.
Cumberland—Hon. John B. Brown,
Lincoln— Hon. Isaac Reed.
Hancock—Hon. Andrew Peters.
Ws hington—Hon. Aaron Harden,
Kennebec—Hon. Joseph H. Williams,
Oxford—Dr. Isaiah B. Bradlcv.
Penobscot—Hon. William C. 1 lam matt,
Somerset—Hon. Abner Coburn,
Waldo—Hon. William G. Crosby,
Franklin—Hon. Samuel Belcher.
Piscataquis— non. John H. Rice,
Androscoggin—A. D. Lockwood, Esq.,
Sagadahoc— Hon. B. C. Bailey,
Aroostook—Hou. E. Woodbury,
Knox—Hou. N. A. Farwell.
Touat master—Hon George Pophatn Sew all.

In response to appropriate sentiments, speeches
will be made by eminent men from different parts of
the United States and Briti*b Provinces.
Per order of the Lx. Committee.
EDWARD BALLARD, Sec y.
26—td
Aug

SPRING JIOUNTAIN LEHIGH,
HAZEL TON LEHIGH,
COLERAINE LEHIGH,
LOCUST MOUNTAIN,
JOHN'S,
THE GENUINE

Recruits wanted to till up the

LORRERY,

Pure and Free Burning*

CUMBERLAND

Tent, and

The Hon. C. J. GILMAN, of Brunswick, will be
Thief Marshal of the day, with Assistant Marshals,
who will assign placet to the various parties admitted
to tbe grounds aim within the tent.
At 10* o’clock, A M
the Chief Marshal will call
to order, and anuouuce the object* and
purpose* of

the Celebration.
The Hon. WILLIAM WILLIS, President of the
Maine Historical Society, will then make a brief Iimtorical statement, and invite the llev. GEORGE BUttt»E*S.S, 1>. D., Episcopal Bishop of the dioceso of
Maine, to conduct tbe religious services in those forms
of the Church made use of at the time of tbe founding of Popham's Colony. Printed form* will then be

"| 4 W | TUBS Choice
XIAJ ISO boxes
Just received

)
j Recruiting Officers.

by

19 k 21

Butter and Cltee*e*

flight.

LEWIS PIERCE,
CHAR. K. SIIAW,
FRANK L.

augl3

the

no one

SMITH,
Silver Street.

F. A.

cor

Quarters aud Rendezvous iu FOX BLOCK,

25

of

The collation will be spread in tbe Great
admitted to it wit boat a ticket.

and Onion**

BBLS. Silver-skin ONIONS,
lfJO do. APPLES, (Sweet and Sour Boughs).

fjK
I

$50 BOUNTY PER MAN.

aug

founding

FIRST BRITISH C OLONY

price.

Apples

one

PUBLIC CELEBRATION

by

Wharf.

*dtw4w

Portland.

up

1902.

will br a

botn ways.
Trains will also run over the
Androscoggin Railroad at half price,connecting at
BrnnswieVwtth the
trains to Bath. hares Iroiu all other intermediate
stations at half price; and on the the •teamen not to
exceed 25 cents per trip.
Ticket, admitting parties npon the parade of
the
Fort and to the collation will be 37 cento.
Parties arthe other modes of conveyriving ou the ground
ance will also be furnished with ticketa to tbe
grounds
of the celebration and to the collation at the same

23
29H
22
44

SERVICE.

from

930,00 from tbc

Head

3 Oth,

tjierr

A.

Trinidad Sugar and Molasses.

Or Portland’s Quota,
NINE

1S62.

MERCHANDISE.

CRACK COMPANY

corner room,

POPHAM,

AUGUST

I
August 9th,

FOR THE

THE

FORT

during the first week of September. The

at

JAMES FURBISH.

FOR

AT-

DWKI.UTG-HOII8B, No. 80 Frw
Street, is to be let, and possession given

rooms, near

the business
this office

STATE

MAINE.

OF

REGIMENT,

SEVENTH

COAL

COLONEL E. C. MASON.

FOR SMITHS' USE.
Coal* are strictly of the best
warranted to give satisfaction.

THESE

qnality,

and

Advance Bounty from City, 9195.

Also, for sale, best quality of Nova Scotia and other

Hard and Soft Wood.

Advance Bounty front State, 955.
Advance Bounty from C. States. 997.

Tlie public are requested to call, as we are determined to give good bargains to those who pay cash.

One 1T1 onlh'*

SAWYER A WHITNEY.
jai.inr

PLEASURE

in advance, 913

Pny

Office, Commercial St., head of Maine Whf.

TOTAL ADVANCE OF 9**0.

$75 Bounty at the Close of the War.

w

Fur* Street nenr font of Exekaaff.
( ALDERWOOD A BECKETT.
Part land. JuncO.
dtf

180

having fkmilies, §1 per
wile, and 50 cents for each child.

To residents of Portland
week for

Pay

and rations from date of enlistment.

ice three years unless
cal attendance free.
*en

Pay from $13
JA.UES P. SLEEPER,
F U R XISHINf,

One hundred and

UNDEKTAK F. U,

Term of

discharged.

sooner

Medi-

$22 per Month*

to

sixty

acre*

of Land at the close

of the War.

No. Ill Exchange Street, Portlnnd,
Residence

rear of 411
on hand

Congress Street.
all the various kinds of

keej»s con-

stantly

COFFINS

AND

CASKETS,

Now in Use,

XJ

SA LE.
JLT X

w

it XXX IS 9

SAVE THE PIECES!

Bichard*’ Combined Glne and Cement
save ten times its cost to any family using
it to repair Furniture, Glass, Crockery and
if
Stow Ware. Wholesale ami retail bv
iseo«13w
ti. L. BAILEY, 42 Exchange Street.

\lfILL

W. B.

Cot. made and trimmed

ROBINSON,
20 Exchange Street.

al« eodSw

You

can

HOUItS!

havo made to

your order

consisting of
DRESS

All made

a

dress

suit,

a

at the

Tailoring Establishment of

A. D. REEVES,
No. OS Exchange Street,
dlv
Cortland, August 6, 18*12.

of

by

dly

MOSES

WOODMAN, TRUE A CO„
Im|H>rter* aud Wholesale Dealers in

GOULD,

11a* removed hi* Office from 29

Exchange Street,

to

MIDDLE STREET, <cr era in*.)
FOR SALE, at bargain* suited to war
^
1—“-tiiniK. Houses, House Lot*, and Wharf Property.
2 two story Houses, 91400each; ltineCoU
i"e» llou-e Lots, from
Itqgc.
to
93000; House* from S1000 to 95000; 3 House Lot*,
withiu 5 minute's walk of the Poet < Hfice, £350.

by ordinance of the city for

—

Will expire

ou

THURSDAY

on

Taxes,

3w

74

Exchange St. (up stairs.)

NEXT,

Fortland, Aug. 21,

Treasurer and
18*12.
Uta£>

Shirts,

14

Collector.

Shirt.,.

you want a cheap and perfect fitting shirt, plea-e
leave your measure tor Mrs. A. MOP P'OTT’s celebrated Oval Yoked Shirts, made from the best cloths,
and good custom work, at the very lowest prices.

IP'

CTf"

Remember the

place,

No.

Nlurlcet Sc|UHi*e,
respect fully solicited by Mrs. Mott'ott.
27

Orders
will pay personal attention to the

Policy

same.

who
aul2dtf

Eost.

the 19th Inst., between the * anal Rank and
Prince-' Express, a t*.V* and a ?2«> bill of the Canal Rank. The tinder will be rewarded by leaving
the money at the office of Friuccs’ Express,

ON

auglldlw

New Books!
HARPER,

ATLAHTIC,

andOODEY,

HALL L. DAVIS,
Aug. 13.1802.

AMOK SMITH,

Kichasfo

Street

dtf

Proprietor.
Voting Ltoto.

or

ROAST.
Road Beef,.25
Roast Lamb,.1H
Roast Chicken.21
Broiled Chickeu,.37

fare:
ORDER.

Beef Steak.25
Ham and Egg*,.25
Fried Mackerel.15
••

Codfish,.15
Halibut,.15

DISHES.

BOILED
Boiled Mutton, with
Cold Pr’dCorned Beef, 18
Beef* Tongue*,.18
Sauce.25
Caper
Boiled ilaui,.18 Muttou Chop,.18

Hoard of Alderuien have prepared Cheek
l.ists of the legal voters of the several wards, to
the best of their knowledge, as required by law, and
posted the same in City Buildiug—entrance, tower
door, Myrtle Street. The change* which will be
found in said IJst* this year, occasioned mainly bv
change of Ward lines authorized bv vote of the citizeus at the spring election, renders it imperative that
that his name la
ceery voter should see to it
correctly entered on the Ward List of which he Is a
resident.
Per order,
S. W. l.A Kit ABLE. Chairman.
lwd
Portland, Aug. -3d. 18*2!.

THE

Notice.
M AVOS’U

PVDDJX6S.

MRS. A. MOFFOTT’S,

»ug3MAwtf

53

PORTLAND.

EXTRA

GENTLEMEN,

Alfred Woodman,
Charles Bailev.

Geo. W. Woodman,
Beth B. Beroev,

and 10 Exchange Street,

bill

r. loud.

iiuiJEY

lAtlFAfTfRERS AM JOBBERS OF CL0TI1U,
Nos. 54 and 50 Middle Street, Portland.

For September.
MAKII'S. by Victor Hugo.

—

AUGUST 28, 1852.

Foreign and Domestic Dry Goods,

MOSES GOULD.

Aug. 15

TAXES FOR 1862.
Discount

for nine months service, will
subalterns of the res-

they

STREET,

DINING SALOON.

Per Cent.

u»cn

three years’ service nr for nine mouths', in the place
of drafted men. will be credited to the townsin which
reside, and not elsewhere.
Per order of the Coniniander-in-Chief,
JOHN L. HODS DON. Adjutant General.
d3t
August SB.

METROPOLITAN

The time alllowed

drafted

e

FIVE PER CENT. DISCOUNT

Five

accordingly.

pective companies composing the same.
III.—All men enlisting after this date, whether for

74

COAT, PANTS AND VEST.

by hand,

rollment of the militia shall iu all cases include ail
the able bodied citizens between the agea of eighteen
and forty-live, and Gctieral Order No 28 is amended

Real Estate Office Removed.

At the short notice of

]Btt
-J-L

EXCHANGE

Adjutant General'* Omrs.
1
Augusta, August 23. 1*B. f
GENERAL ORDER No. 37.
1.—The enrollment required under the directions of
General Order No. 28 will be made in accordance
with the provisions of the act of Congress of July
17. 1*3. entitled "an act to amend the act calling
forth the militia to execute tbe law* of tbe Union,
suppress insurrections and repel invasions, approved
February 28th, 1796. and the act amendatory thereof,
and for other purposes,’’ which prov ides that the en-

elected by the captain* and
Elace

Tailor,

Portland, August 6, 1862.

<j} entlomen

wa»

A. D. REEVES,
98

TWELVE

Pants Vests Jackets

Ladies’ Riding Habits, Ac.,

Wholesale, at R<*«ton Prices, by

JOHN L. HODSDON,
Adjutant General.

a22d3t

|Tm Recruiting Office, foot of Exchange Street,
Duran's Clothing Store.
augl9dtf

Coals

"The Governors of the several States are hereby
requested forthwith to designate rendezvous for the
drafted militia of said State**, and to appoint commandants therefor, and to notifSr the Secretary of
War of the location of such rendezvous, and the
names of the commandant*
/f is ordered. That tbe tdaces designated in General Order No. J&of this Department, viz: Portland.
Augusta and Bangor, will be the rendezvous of the
drafted militia of this State, and volunteers in lieu of
draft; and tbe following gentlemen huve been appointed commandant!* thereof, rnmpeusatiou to be
determined bv the War Department.
John Lynch for the rendezvous at Portland, which
will be known as “Camp Abraham Lincoln."
George W. Kicker for tlie rendezvous at Aagusta,
which will be known as "(imp E. D. Keyes."
Gideon Mavo for tie* rendezvous at Bangor, which
will lie known a* "Camp John Poiie.”
By order of the Commandor-in-Chicf

LARRABEE,
Recruiting Officer.

over

And will make to order anything of this kind that
may be ordered, at short notice, from the cheai>c*t to
the" very Mix. By giving my strict and undivided
attention to the maniitactnring, lining and trimming
of the above, 1 can furnish them cheaper thau any
one else.
JAMES P. SLEEPER
Aug. 6,1888.

FOR

Adjctant WILLIAM H.

QUARTERS,

Ornca, I
Augusta. Aug 2l>. 180.1
GENERAL ORDER. No. 34.
In pursuance of the request of the Secretary of
War. cantained in General Order No. 99 of that Department, Sect. 2d of which is as follows, viz:

ALSO,

th<-

HEAD

Adjutant General’s

MAKING A

PARTIES.

Iilands, supplied
vtaitinjt
ith stores nt the shortest notice.
A
I^XCIRMOMSTS
Orders solicited.

j

P1H

Pier nnd Mantle Mirrors.

accommodation of

Frames, Engravings,

_

containing seven or eight room* all in
good repair.
at
21 Exchange St., or 31 Winter St.,
Inquire
dtf
J. F. DAY.
Portland, July 18,1882.

dtf

M E N

Historical Celebration

Of the

BRICK HOUSEon Gardenst,eleven
rooms and all other conveniences, all iu
good repair.
Also HOUSE No. ll Brackett Street,

will be received at the Press Oflice, for thirty days, from competent persons to
till a vacancy as an assistant in a first class apothecary store. Address “Apothecary,” as above, with
real name and reference.

MSMALL

^MISCELLANEOUS.

A

j

Picture

To Let*

Ifotice.

_

LATELY

For Kale*
THE Three Story Brick DWELLINGHOUSE, No. 8 Gray Street. It is in
good repair, and contain* ten finished
rooms.
If not sold before the 2l)tb of
Sept, next, it will be sold on that day,
at ll o’clock, A. M.,at Auction, without
reserve.
Terms very easy. For information apply
to JOHN RANDALL, on the premises, or at the
store of RANDALL A WOODBURY, on Commercial Street, bead Ceutral Wharf.
June 21,
dtf

RELISHES.
Tomato**..R
Cucumber*...8
Squash Pie,..6 Onion*,. 8
Mince Pie,.8 S«|ua*h..6

PASTRY.
.8
Custard Pie.
Apple Pie,.8

DRIXh'S.
Coffi'e.ft |,a.8
Draught Ale,.5 Porter,.•
Open every Sunday from 8 to 1. and from 2 to
5 o'clock.
ju!29dtf

Ofvica, Aug. 25. 13*3.
ClEALED PROPOSALS will be received up o
and including >ept. 3*1, 1*3, for furnishing the
tons first quality Lehigh Coal, to
City with shout
be delivered at New City Building—free from dust,

dirt and slate.

aug'Aitd

W. W. THOMAS. Mayor

Shot laud

Pony.

SALK, by the subscriber, a handsome bay
pounds,
pony, seven years old. weighs about
kiud in afl harness, and reliable for children to rido
or drive.
R. W. LORD, kennebuak Depot.
dim
July 211b, 1842.

IjV)R

Lard Oil.

THE MARKETS.

POETRY.
I Written for the Pro**.]

Who> Goins:

the Battle?

Expressly corrected

"The blows of thf boldest will carry the day !
Who’s ready? O forward! there’s death in delay !'*

And march to the

They wait

of

p hbl.
@
6j
Ashes, Pot.
6 (eg
6
Apples*
Apples, (ireen Ip hbl. $2 00 @ 3 00
Apples, Sliced 4Mb.
6 eg
7
Apples, Cored p tb.
6 (eg
6
2 («g
Apples, Encored 4> tb.
3
Bread*
Bread, Pilot p 100 lbs. 4 75 @ 5 00
Bread, Ship.
3 75 ^ 4 00
Crackers jht hbl.
3 25 .eg 3 50

alarms—

brothers in arms?

you—call for you! do not delay!
humanity hangs on to-elay!

’Tie

now—now or

Our

banner,

never! say, who will restore
to wave o’er the world evermore?

Crackers,

bush.
Beaus, Marrow
Beans, Pea.
Beans, Blue Pod.
Candles*
Candles, Mould p tb.
Candles, Sperm.
Cheese*
lb.
Cheese, Vermont
Cheese, New.

all

gone! then the battle is won!
lileas God! for the deeds that our heroes have done!
The world shall look on, aud with wonder shall
say—
"Bless God! for the triumph of freedom, to-day!”

nv

**>*>■*

tv..__

«

member of the Massachusetts 13th
regiment,
writing a day or two after the battle of Cedar
Mountain, speaks as follows of the proceedings subsequent to the battle:
“Day before yesterday the battle-field was
under the white flag, and open to all
parties.
was a noeel
sight to see the Yankee “mudKills and the secesh
lying on the grass, side by
side, debating the war question. Then you
would see a group of four
plaving euchre—
two of our soldiers against two of theirs. The
two armies, for the time
being, were on the
most friendly terms.
There was no danger of
disturbance, as no arms were allowed on the
field by either party.”

Boltrope,

A young candidate for the legal profession
asked what he should do first wheu em-

ployed to bring

“Ask for money on account,*’ was the
prompt

reply. He passed.

TAILORING

AND

NAVY

ESTABLISHMENT,
BY-

A. D. REEVES,
88

EXCHANGE

Tailor,
STREET,

FOR YOUNG LADIES AND MISSES.

Miss E. L. Whittier,

Principal.

THE

grayi:sto\i>.
Uargaiii* will 1*» given to those who wish
to purchase (gravestone* or Monuments of am
oesenpnon. rbosewho will lhvor me with a call

27 @
22 <g

28
23

21?-<g

22?

a

good

B

article

j. h. COOK.

Notice.
and after the first of July, Postage
Stamps
Stamped Envelopes will not be charged at

je25lf

none!
14
16
11
16
13
1

30
04
25
40
25

4?

61
6
4
1 60 ® 1 55
35 (eg
46
12
10?
23 »g
36
1 25 a? 1 75
16 eg
00
1 25 .eg 1 30
66 :«g
70
93-£) 95

W)

ex.

Magnesia.

Rhubarb.
Alcohol.

Fluid.

<'amphene.

260

Saltpetre.

{i string.

9
9
y
8
7
2
2
8
8

Litharge.
Bed le ad.

Plnater*
Per ton Soft.

@

10
12

Vitriol.

t’voeod.
Provisions.
Chicago Mess Beef..
Portland
do
Portland extra Mess do.
Pork, extra clear.
Pork, clear.
Pork, mess.
Pork, extra do.
Fork, Prime.
Pork, Hams.
Pork, City Smoked Hams.
Produce.
Beef p quarter, p lb.
Eggs, p dozen.
Potatoes, pbrl (new.
Annies, dried, p lb.
Chickens, Spring.

Barwood,.

2|®

Brazil Wood.

4?
2?

ljqg
4? »g

llypemic.
Logwood, Campcachy.,
St. Domingo.
Extract Logwood.

Nic

02

(rj

06

eg

00

m

12

l?rg

11

"

Sapan

"

3?q)
08feg

4]
00

2?*g

Red Sanders.

03

2]

&

06

Uncle*

l>uck, Ravens.
Duck, Portland, No. 3.
**

30
6S a)
47 .$

No. 10.
No. 3.
No. 10.
S. 10 o*.
12 os.

Navy, Superior,
Tent Duck, U.

Feathers*
Feathers, Live Geese \l lb.
Feathers, Russia.
Fiah.
Fish, Cod large Jp quin.

Fish,

small.
Pollock.

Fish,
Fish, Haddock, new.
Fish, Hake, new.
bbl.
Herring, Pickled,
Shore.

Labrador.
Scaled p box.
No. 1.
Mackerel
bbl.
Bay No. 1.
Bay No. 2.
Bay No. 3.
Shore No. 1.

2.
.(medium).
*'
"
(small).
Frail*
Almonds—Jordan
lb
Soft Shell.
Shelled.
Currants.

Citron.
Wll. Pea Nuts.
Figs, common.
Eleme.
lemons, case.
Oranges.

00
00
00

none
none

47}
67
60

65

tq)

25 &

45

3 50 a, 4 00
37 « 2 75
25 J 2 50

2
2
1
1

25
12

**»
«

1 60
1 871

2 50 (a 3 00
uoue

22
15

qj

25

13

aj

7 60 ^ 8 00
6 00
« 60
4 6o q> 6 00

8 00 -a* 0 00
6 00 q 6 50
3 75 « 4 00
2 50

13 ®

10
25 a)
»»
00
12
32 «.
35
2 25
2 50

%
^

none

16

20

7 00 qj 7 50
none.

Raisins—

Blue, cask.
Ww.
Bunch, box.
Laver.
Data*.
Prunes.
Floar—Portland inflection.
Florfr. Supertine.
Flour, Fancy.
Flour. Extra.
Flour, Family.
Flour. Extra Superior.
Western extras.

8 00 'nlO 00
3 40 1% 3 GO
3 62 a 3 88
07 a
09

8}-«5
4
6
5
6
6
6

fancy.
su|k

nor.

Ohio extra.
44

family.

1.
f***cy.

Canada wiper No.
44

«fra.
auperior extra.

"

Rve Flour.
Buckwheat Flour p lb...
Corn Meal.
Grain*

7
6
6
6
6

Barley.

Shorts i> ton.
Hue Feed.

GrindMonra*
Grindstones, Rough, \) ton.
Grindstones, Dressed.

Gaapowdrr.

gWing.....
Rifle anil
Sporting.

liny.
H»y I*

net

ton, Screwed.
llav, Loose.
New do.
Hide, find Skin..
Slaughter Hide*.
t alf Skins.
t alcutta Cow—Slaughtered.
Green Salt.

Dry
Sheep rolls. Green.
Sheep Felta, Dry.
Hap*.
First

I

00
12
12
62
12
60

a
a
<#
•>
<1

?
a

d

02

a>

94
M

o
a

Iron.

ne

fit,/

9

51

1«

jg'

Uj®

12J

91®
®

10
19
22

heavy.

®

slaughter.

63
18
7
7
9

10

a)

®

17

75 « 8 00
76 £ 8 00

£

(Jo

.X

a

Laths, Spruce.
lone.
Red Oak Stave*.
Mol. Hhd Shooks & Heads, city...
••
",
bug.
"
"
■I"
country
Riff
Mol.
Hhd. Shooks.
Country
!'r> Kiff,.

Hoop*.
llaekmotack Timlier,
tun.
p

24 00 oil) 00
14 on woo 00
12 (III aH (K)
10 00 w 12 00
8 Oil ,, lu0O
46 w
50
13 00 3 15 00
30 00 .,32 00
2 50 r, 3 00
2 00 0 2 25
2 50
3 75
1 15 W 1 20
1 37 £ 1 62
2u 09 £35 09
2 40 w 2 50
2 35 w 2 45
1 60 m 1 55
1 25 3 1 35
1 16 ,i 1 go
21 00(323 00
8 00
10 00

£

£

l.iiue.
Lime, Reckland, cask.
31 nlnnscii.
Molasses, I'ienfugos.
Molasses, Cuba claved.
Molasses,
tart.
Molasses,
Muscmada,.
Molasses, New Orleans.
Portland Syrup
iihds
N'lliUa

K<**«».
I'urpeiHine
gal.

Smom Winter
Whale, ref. W inter.
44

44

.Summer.
Grand Bank ami Bay ( halcur_
Shore.
Linseed.

Uoile^i..

38®

00
31
00

28

a

33

®

ft

I 00
1 60

83(3}

00

344®

854

ft

9 60

jy>
40
45
26
14

@

66

ft
ft

ft

00
60
00

®

14$

6 00
4 00

44

@

6 25

in the sea service of any citizen or merchant
within the Unit oil States:
Postmasters, assistant postmasters, and their clerks,
post officers, post riders, and stage drivers in the care
and conveyance of the mail or the United States;
ferrwneu employed at any ferry on the post road;
artificers and workmen in flic United States arsenals;
person* of the denominations of Quaker* and
Miakers; justices of the supreme judicial court;
ministers of the gospel, regularly ordained according to the usages of their denominations, so
long as such relation continn***; and others of
the militia who have lx*en honorably discharged,
are exempted from liability to enrolment and draft;
and, upon evidence furnished the Orderly Sergeant
that thev come within this exemption, he will c*n«e
the clork to draw a line across their names upon the
records, but not rendering the name? illegible, stating
opposite,* the ground of exemption. A lino will In
be drawn across the names of persons claiming exemption from liability, on grounds of physical disability, who shall establish the validity of such claims
before the Orderly Sergeant, by the gertifleato of any
surgeon within the county, appointed by the Governor, for the purpose of making such examination,
which certificate shall contain a statement oft be particular ground of such disability. The divisions of
the Orderly Sergeants in this regard will stand good
unless reversed ov the Adjutant General.
Seventh—Three days from the draft, exclusive of
that
shall be allowed parties claiming exemption
to ftiruish evidence establishing their claim before the
Orderly Sergeant, ami no decision in favor of such
exemption shall be given unless within four days of
such draft. Immediately upon the expiration of said
period the* names of the persons <1 rafted, and a certified copy of the record made bv the clerk, aforesaid,
shall be transmitted to the Adjutant General. The
Orderly Sergeants will notify the drafted men comprising his company's quota, to appear at the place
where tlie draft w as made, on the sixth day succeedingfsaid draft, at 9 o'clock A. 31., and from thence he
will
proe* \ with them by public conveyance if such
can be hsu, and if not by the most expeditious and
economical method to the place of rendezvous of
which notice will be given hereafter. In case of the
resignation, absence or neglect of the Orderly Sergeants to perform the duties nerein required, the Captains elect or either of the Lieutenants in default of
his suiM'iior officer, will officiate in his stead.
Eighth—Jtnisonable compensation will be made for
the performance of these duties and necessary expen-

g
47^

60
00

(0 6 00

42

6f®
ft

9
90

Sheathing.
Exchange.
1^>imIou—*GO dav*.

Faria./

ft

64

pj

00

Gcnb, RirLE*.
Cutlery and
ALSO,
Sporting Good* generally.
Repairing and Stencil Cutting attended to as usual.
G.L. IIAILEY,
42

EXCHANGE STREET.
eodtf

Trunks I

Trunks!

VALISES, PORTMANTEAUS,
-AND-

reimbursed.
Ninth—One or more competent surgeons in each
county will be designated by the Governor, of whose
appointment notice will be given, and whose certificates of disability, and none others w ill be
respected
by Orderly Sergeants or others in authority. When
any person enrolled as aforesaid, is sick and unable

Carpet-Bags,

ces

-AT-

DURAN’S

MANUFACTORY,

Xo. 165 MIDDLE STREET.

A

CLEMS’

Invalid* !

SUMMER

CURE

Cough Pills,

By

the concurrent testimony of many sufferers,
fact has been established, that for the cure of

the i

in

87J®

8 50

00 fi
go
0 on n 8 25
15 00 a 20 CK»
2 45
2 50

CLEM'S SUMMER CURE.

9

87!®

91

®

That a* an expectorant and ameliorating agent in
of Phthisic, Whooping Cough, and Continued
the public have already rendered their
united verdict iu favor of

a

1 65

J

by

Consumption,

HOWES' COUGH PILLS.
SUMMER CURE is a pleasant,agreeable
decoction of Roots and Barks, and contains not n
particle of Opium or Drug of any sort. It always
(’LEM’S

and

never

j

does harm.

THEIR WORKS YE SHALL KNOW

THEM.”

G. C. Goodwin & Co., Boston, General Agents for
New England. II. 11. Hav, Portland, and B. F.
Bradlmry, Baugor, General Agents for Maine.

fourth.

Quotas of cities, tow ns and plantations for three
years voluuteers, under the call of the President of
2d, to till up tin* old regiment*, will In* received
July
and paid the State ami United States bounties ami

P. J. Forristnll »r<t Mills & Forristall,

IMl-OKTFR

AM*

DKALEB

IN

ENGLISH. FRENCH AND GERMAN,

FANCY

GOODS,

Pocket and Table Cutlery,
YANKEE NOTIONS,

provisions of the Act of March 18, 18<*2 j'n ref.
creuce to furnishing aid to the families of soldiers
The

will extend to the families of drafted militia and nine
mouths’ volunteers.

A. W. BANFIELD,
(Successor

furnishing

THIRD.

|
j

UIT'Sold by Druggists and Merchants generally.
HOWES & CO., Proprietor*,
iswfimuol
Belfast, MaikbJI

to

with the wishes of the different quotas; and compaown officers, subject to the conlinuttion of the Commander-iu-Chief.
III. In ascertaining the quotas of counties and
tow ns, the regulations of the War Department will
be observed, which are as follows:
“Additional Regulations for the Enrolment and
Draft of Militia: Ordered, 8th, Tliat in filling all requisitions for militia, the quotas of the several States
will be
by the Governors among the several counties, and, w hen practicable, among the subdivisions of counties, so that allowance shall be made
to such counties, and subdivisions, for all volunteers
theretofore furnished
them, and mustered into the
service of the United States, ami whose stipulated
term of service shall not have expired.”
IV. No .State or United States bounty will be paid
to such volunteers, and it is honed that cities and
their quotas oy voluntary enlisttowns,
ment, will not disregard the w ishes of the General
Government, that nine months' volunteers should he
raised without bounties. No Volunteers will be received in lieu of drafted men from any citv or town
that shall
pay a bounty of more than twentv (20)
dollars to each volunteer.

appointed

cases

j

advance pay, and tow n bounties as providetMiy votes
rjf towns, until the first day of September next, and
not afterwards; ami in those places which shall tIGt
have furnished their quotas at that time under such
fall, a special draft w ill he ordered immediately thereafter for the deficiency.
fifth.

The cities of Bangor, Augusta ami Portland, are
as the
places of rendezvous for the drafted
men ami nine months’ volunteers.
By order of Israel Washburn, Jr., Governor and

appointed

Commander-In-Chief.

JOHN L. HODSDON.
Adjutant General.

CLOCKS, WATCHES AND JEWELBY,

42

70
65
u21 60
«19 00
(<t.
95
1 00
it.

Wheezing in the Chest,
standing Hack, the best

HOWE’S COUGH PILLS.

By

STATIONERY, TOYS, &o.,
28 and 30

P .1

Forrirtall

June 23.

can

Boston.

be found at the above

wly

place

Temple Street, which they

their
Dr.
led in

DAILY

producing relief in a short time.
LADIES will rind it invaluable in all cases of obstructions after all other remedies have been tried in
vain. It is purely vegetable, containing
nothing in
the least injurious to the health, and
may be taken
with perfect safety at all times.
Sent to any part of the country with ftill directions,
by addressing
No. 6 Temple Street,

corner

City

Powti and,
July 28th, 1802.

of

I
1

COMMITTEE ON
r|!HE
1
meet, until further

PUBLIC GROUNDS will
notice, every Saturday at 3
Vclock, P. M., in Evergreen Ccmetary.
Parties interested in any matter liefore the Committee, will have au opportunity of being heard.

j)31—4w

A. K.

SHURTLEFV,

Chairman.

Bank,

A

lady of experience

PRESS,

BLOCK,

FOX

one of their
in constant attend-

Directly orcr the Magnetic Telegraph Office, Fourth
Story, where all rarietta of

__jull—3 in

CONNECTIONS.

Cmco

CORKER OF MIDDLE AKD EXCHAKGE STS.,

t»R. HUGHE8,
of Middle, Portland.

N. B.—LADIES desiring may consult

own sex.

ton.

over

Renovating Medicines are nnrivml-

certain of

On and after Monday, May 6, 1862,
will leave Portland tor'Lcwistou
ariiiiiigtoii via Brunswick, at 1 P. 31.
Leave Farmington for Lewiston, Bath and Tortland, via Brunswick, at 9.15 A. 31.
Leave Lewiston for Bath and Tortland via Brunswick at 11.46 A. M.
Freight trains daily between Tortland aud Lewis-

DR. HUGHES’

Stage leaves Strickland’s Ferry Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays, for Livermore, Canton, Teru
Dixtield; returning opposite davs.
Stage leaves North Jay for Last Dixtield, Dixficld,
and Weld, on Tuesdays, Thursdays and
Saturdays;
returning opposite days.
Stage leaves Farmington .or Netjr Vineyard, New
1 ortlaud and Kiugficla, on Wednesday* and Saturdays. returning on Mondays aud Fridays.
Stages leave Farmington daily, for Strong, Avon
and Phillips.

Eclectic medical

aud

Infirmary.

Plain and

Established for the. treatment of those diseases in
both sexes, requiring Experience, Skill, Honor and

Job Work,

Fancy

del i car g.

CONSULTATIONS.—Dr.
PRIVATE
for
number of years confined his

Hughes haa
a
attention to
diseases of a certain class. During his practice he
has treated thousands of cases, anu in no instance
has he met with a failure. The remedies are mild,
and there is no interruption of busim** or change of
diet. Dr. Hughes is in constant attendance from 8
in the morning until 10 at night, at his office, 5 Temple street. Charges moderate, and a cure guaranteed
in all cases.
Separate rooms, so that no one will be
seen but the Dr. himself,
ills remedies cure disease
when all other remedies fail: cure* without
dieting,
or restriction in the habits of the
patient; cures without the disgusting and sickening effects of most other
remedies; cures new cases in a few hours; cure* without the dreadful consequent effects of
mercury, but
is sure to annihilate the rank and
poisonous taint
that the blood is sure to absorb, unless the
proper
remedy is used. The ingredients are entirely vegetable, and no injurious effect, either constitutionally or
can be caused by using them.

Passengers for this route will take the cars at the
Portland, Saco & Portsmouth, or Kennebec ft Portland Depots, in Portland.
S. W. KATUN, Sup’t.
Farmington May 6,1862.
june23dtf

THROUGH TICKETS
To Chicago, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Detroit,
Toledo, St. Paul, La Crosse, St. Louis,
New Orleans, or any part of the
WEST, SOUTH OR NORTH WEST,
BY TIIK

be promptly attended to

Will

on

the most liberal

term*.

ENTRANCE--82} EXCHANGE STREET,

Orders left at the counting-room of the Daily Press
and Maine State Press, head of first
flight of stairs,
will be

promptly

atteuded to.

locally,

RAILWAY.

who

Niagara Falls.

are

irouoiea

witn

seminal

nr The office in •upplied with

weakness, generally caused bv bad habits in vouth.
the effect* of which are pain and di/7ine** in the
head, forgetfulues*, sometimes a ringing in the ear*,
weak eye*, etc., terminating in consumption or insanity if neglected, aro speedily and permanently
cured.
All correspondence strictly confidential and will be
returned if desired. Address
Dll. .1. It. HUGHES,
No. 5 Temple Street, (corner of Middle),
Portland,
resend stamp for Circular.
jail—d& w3m3

provided with

£y“Tickets sold iu l'ortlmml at lowest Boston rates

by

W. D.

LITTLE. Aoest,
Office. 31 Exchange Street.
money by securing tickets at this

June 23.

CUSHINOj

Ifw been removed from the office
to the office of the

arranged lor

efficacy and superior virtue in regulating all
Female Irregularities. Their action is specific and

□HUggiixy]

office.

will find

accommodation.
especial
if.’* Eclectic

and h

can save

Sr

TO THE LADIES.
a

SaHKf!f9BE,rain*

This road is broad ouaok and is
Jiew and splendid sleeping I ars.

FOSTER

Infirmary.

particularly invites all Ladies who
DR.needHUGHES
medical adviser, to call at his room*. No.
5

ftUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

dawtf

“

BUT ME AND FIX

And it*

•tyle

Dr.

capacity and fheilftiee for doing work in good

are

equal

to any in the

City

or

State.

N. A. FOSTER * CO.
July 17,1862.

Secured,

dtf

s

THE PORTLAND DAILT PRES8

BY THE USE OP T11E

GREAT SPRING AND

,»*

FAST PRESSES AND STEAM POWER,

DcTyoiTgOODI”

Health and Strength

SUMMER MEDICINE,

Langley’**

STEAM

POWER

ROOT AND HERB BITTERS.
of Sarsaparilla, Wild Cherry, Yellow
COMPOSED
Dock, Prick ley Ash, Thorough wort. Rhubarb,

j
j
;

Book and Job

Mandrake, Dandelion, kc., all of which are so compounded as to act in concert, and assist Nature in
eradicating disease.
The effect of this medicine is most wonderftil—it
acts directly upon the bowel* and blood, bv
removing
all obstructions from tlie internal orgaus.
stimulating
them into lu althy action, renovating the fountain* of
life, purifying the blood, cleansing it from all humor*
and causing it to course through
every part of the
body ; restoring the invalid to health aiid usefulness.
I hey cure and eradicate fmm the svstom. Liver Complaint, that main wheel of *<» many diseases, Jaundance in it* worst form*, all Pillions IHaeases and
foul stomach.
Dyspepsia, C’ostiveness. all kinds of Humors, Indigestion, lleadaclie, Dix/iue*-*. Piles, Heartburn, Weakness, Pains in the side and bowels, Flatulency, Loss of ap|H*tite. and a torpid or diseased Liver, a disordered Stomach or bad blood, to which all
are more or less subject in
Spring and Summer.
More than 20,000
persons have l»een cured bv this
medicine.

Printing Office,

No. 821 EXCHANGE

Fox Block,

STREET,

Second Floor,

PORTLAND, MAINE.

It is highly recentmended by Physician*
Try it and you will never regret it.
Sold bv all di*aler* in Medicine everywhere at
only
25 and 38 cents per bottle. «irders addressed to

rhe

everywhere.

Proprietor*

or the Port la no Dailt Pm

mm

rvepeclfully Invite attention to their focilitiee for executing, in beautiful etyle, every deecription of

GEO. C. GOODWIN k CO., Bostoit.

june21d4m

BOOK AND
desirable mechanical arrangement
been iu
THI8
sufficient length of time
that it
entire satisfaction and

gives

to

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

valued the more it is used.
This invention is a step in advance of all others in
the Spring Bed
embracing a little more
of their excelrencies, and yet happily overcoming all
their defects. It is flexible as hair, and yet so recuperative as to bring itself into ptace with great facility. It is adapted to the invalid, the aged and old.
and all who linger in suffering and weakness. They
are made of food material warranted
strong and durable, and not liable to get out of order.
more

EASTPOKT, CALAIS

department,

TESTIMONIALS

Their E*tabli*hnw>at i* forniehed with ell the approved modern machinery, and their aeaortment of

& St. JOHN.

Days of Sailing.

Book and

From and after date, until further
notice, the new steamer "AVtr England.” fa ft. E. Field, will leave
Railroad Wharf, foot Slate Street, every Tuesday and
Friday, at 5 o’clock, P. M., for Kastport, Calaia and
St. John.
Keturniug. will leave 9t. John, every Monday and
Thursday morning, at 8 o’clock.
no freight received after 4 o’clock
P. M. on the day of sailing.
Through ticket* are sold by thi* line, connecting at
Eastpitrt with sfaae coaches for Mackias. ami with
steamer Guecu tor lltthbinsUm, Calais, St. Stephens
and St. Andrews, and at the latter place over railway for Canterbury from thence per stage roaches
lor Woodstock ami Haul ton, which is the chca|>e*t
and most expeditious way of reaching the Aroostook

:

House, Portland. June 16. 1862.
Having introduced the “Anderson Spring Bed Bottom” into mv house, after trial. I pronounce it to be
an easy and healthy bed.
I am using several kinds
of spring bed bottoms, but consider the Anderson
if not better than the best.
>'. J. DAVIS,

of the

Change

Commercial

fully equal

JOB PRINTING!

STEAMBOATS.

ha* now
show
actually is the

use a

Fancy Types,

I* adequate to do any work demanded In thii State.

Positively

Proprietor.

Business Cards of Every Variety,
Style and Cost.

We hare Introduced several of the Justly celebrat- ;
Spring Bod Bottom" to our sleeping
apartments. We give tliis spring bed bottom a decid- I County.
ed preference oicr any and ail otbere we have ever
We also ticket throngli per steamer* ami railway*
list'd. Our guests sjH-ak of them iu the highest terms.
for Windsor, Halifax, Ihghu, Fredericton, Sussex,
We recommend their use to all hotel keepers who deMoncton, Shrdiac, Prince Edwards Island, IHctou,
sire the comfort of their guests.
Aorth Shore tf Sew Brunswick, Mirimichi, and
W. D. McLAK.HLIN k SON,
Bay tie Cluilcur.
31 ay 12,1863.
Franklin House, Bangor, 3fe.
August 4.1882. al2 dtf C. C. EATON, Agent.
ed “Anderson

PRINTED AT SHORTEST NOTICE.

BILL-HEADS RULED AND CUT IN
THE

Portland and New York §teamm.

[From Hon. Josiah II. Drummond.]
‘Anderson Spring Bed Bottom/ and
I
pleased with it.
JOSIAH II. DRUM3I0ND.
Portland, July 23. 1862.
I

am using the
am very much

The splendid and fk*t Steamship
H ESA PEAKE,” Captain Sidney
will until further notice run
follows:

NEATEST MANNER.

{dwell,

[From Hon. Lot M. Morrill.)
Having used Anderson’ Spring Bed Bottom, I can
ebeerfttllv recommend it as an excellent article.
LOT M. MORRILL,
Augusta. Aug. 5. 1*2.

This vessel is fitted up with tine accommodations for
passengers, making this the most speedy, safe and
comfortable route for travellers between New York
and Maine. Passage 96,00, including Fare and 8tate
Rooms.
Goods forwarded by this line to and from Montreal.
Bangor, Bath, Augusta, Eastport aud 8t.
ohn.
Shippers are requested to send their freight to the
steamer before 3 P. M., on the day that she leaves

become fully satisfied of the beueflt of the
*’Anderson Spring Bed Bottom.” 1 have purchased
three of them at five dollars each, and do most cheerfully recommend them to the public.
Du. N. R. BOUT ELL.
Waterville, May, 1861.

Portland.
For freight

j

AMERICAN, NORWEGIAN. JURA.
BOHEMIAN, ANGLO SAXON, NOVA SCOTIAN—will sail from Quebec every Saturdav morning, for Liverpool, via Londonderry.

morning.

Passage

re-

following public

No
June

application

Glasgow:

10

Bronze, Colored, tnd sll other kinds of

Printing,
Executed in taste to suit the most fastidious.

J. L. FARMER.
EXCHANGE ST., PORTLAND.

23, 1*62.

dtf

In the Neatest

in |hm'm>u

or

HARMON,

St., Portland, Maine.

attention exclusively to the Pension business for the last twenty years, and having a
reliable Agency in Washington, we are enabled to
prosecute all claims against the Government with
promptness and despatch, and on very leasonablo
terms, making no charge until the claim is obtained.
our

FREEMAN BRADFORD,
HARMON.

d&wtf.

or

Our

Styles are unsurpassed.

To be found in this city, of every description, finished ami trimmed

NTY MONEY,

L. Iv.

Dispatch.

SHOP BILLS,

to

June 20th.

Liverpool, Londonderry

DOCUMENTS executed with

3

Ksick Pay, Ac.,
Ht sprvicein t lie ]'p~riit * ar. ohfai Iirti tor Soldier, |
and Sailors, their Widows and Heirs, from the Uni- !

Portland,

LAW

WEDDING AND ADDRESS CARDS

iull7d&w6m

Having devoted

And other

T H 33DEST

Cushnoc House. Augusta.
Abbott’s School. Farmington.
Eaton Boys’ Boarding School, Kent’s Hill.

BRADFORD &

to

rhird Class, *35. First Cl a**, *77 to *92—according
to accommodation,—whklTiucludes tickets on Grand
Tiunk Railway.
Prepaid ami return tickets issued at reduced rates.
F.xoursion tickets to the World’s Fair, out and
back. 8186.
Apply to F'<dmonstonc. Allan k Co., Montreal, or to

Skowbegan House, Skowbegan.
Lewiston House, Lewiston.
House, Winthrop.
Winttarop
Elmwood House, Watenille.
Litchfield Corner House.
Stoddard House, Farmington.
Revere House. Vassal boro.
Ilallowell nous'*, Ilallowell.
China House, China.
Franklin House, Augusta.

ou

1

leave Portland per Grand Trunk Trains
with United States mails, every Friday, at 1 15 P. M.,
connecting with Steamer at Quebec every Saturday

the “Anderson Spring Bed Bottom,”
recommend it to all who are in need
of such an article; and 1 believe it to be superior to
anvthiug of the kind now in use.
Rev. E, HAWES.
Waterville, April 12,1862.

ted States Government,

Deeds, Law Briefs, Equity Cases,

Passengers

Having tested
1 can choerfully

by letter

Mail Line.

ONE of the following fi rst-class, powerful Steamers: HIBERNIAN. NORTH

dations. 1 would cheerfully recommend it to all who
desire to improve their sleeping apart incuts.
AI STAPLES,
A N. WILLIAMS.
Augusta, April 16, 1*52.

KOI

OCEAN STEAMSHIP CO’S

Weekly

The Bed Bottom I bought of you fhllv merits my
expectations, and is fully up to your high recommen-

PENSIONS,

Policiots Printed and Bound for
Insurance Companies.

M ONTRE A 1.

last

ceived from the proprietors of the
houses
Penobsot Exchange, Bangor.
Franklin House, Bangor.

TAGS HERCED WITH HOLES A GLUTEN ED
WHEN DESIRED.

or passage applv to
EMERY & FOX. Brown's'Wharf, Portland.
H. B. CROMWELL k CO., No. 80 West Street,
New* York.
June 23, 1802.
dtf

one

Testimonials similar to the above have been

1A1I-CIKKS, sms, ill BILLS W LAMAS.

Suebec,

Mr. D. K. Frohock has furnished the beds in my
house with the “Anderson Spring Bed Bottom.” and
I fake pleasure in recomtneuding this article as the
most convenient, economical and comfortable thing
of the kind with which 1 am acquainted.
A. H. ABBOTT,
Principal of Family School, Little Blue, Farmington.
1 have had the unspeakable pleasure of sleeping on
of the “Audersou Spring Bed Bottoms” for the
three* weeks, and must say it far surpasses anything I liad anticipated. My wife, who is feeble, has
had no good rest tor siik months till occupying one of
these bed*. She would not part with item anv account.
Rev. JOHN ALLEN.
Farmington, Feb. 28, 1*52.

BUleta A Circular! in Every Variety of Type.

DAY, at 4 I’. M.. and leave Pier 9 North River, New
York, every SATURDAY, at 3 o’clock. P. M

Having

No, 88 Excuanqb

Notice.

Federal and 106 Congress Streets,

ADDISOM W. BANFIELD.

and on their way to the rendezbefore Wednesday the third of September

i nies will elect their

HOWES' COUGH PILLS.

75
1 60
c>8
63
19 60
18 00
92
96

SlMMElt CUBE.

That for Coughs, Hoarseness and Bronchial affections, there is no remedy extant that so universally
affords relief as

<g

r*

plantation,

next, will be relieved from their liability to a draft;
said volunteers being accepted in lieu of’drafted men,
and no draft from such cities and towns, under this
call, will be made. Any number of volunteers, furnished as aforesaid, less than the quota, will be received as part thereof, provided they are residents of
the city, tow n or plantation furnishing them, and the
draft will be made for the residue.
II. Volunteers, when in camp, will be formed into
companies and regiments, and, as far as may be constant vwith the
interests^if the service, in accordance

That for Children troubled with ('anker in mouth
or stomach, or mothers
suffering from nursing sore
mouth, a safe and speedy cure is effected by the use of

good,

personal

town or
voua on or

That for Children Cutting Toeth. if troubled with
or any irregularities of the bowels, all othremedies are insignificant, as compared with

*'

as aforesaid,
may
tificate of exemption upon the production* before
him of the sworn statements of the partv in reference
to the nature and extent of his disability or disease,
and of a sworn statement in detail concerning the
same, by a physician or surgeon of good staudlug in
the county.
Tenth—The drafted men from the different
companies, after arriving at the place of rendezvous, will be
formed into
and regiments, which will be
officered as provided by tlie laws of this State and of
the United States.
Eleventh—Drafted men may furnish substitutes,
but cannot be relieved from
service upon
paying a tine under tlie Jaws of this State.

Cities, Towns and Dan tat ion* furnishing their quota of able bodied volunteers, enlisting for nine months
service, upon blanks to be furnished from thisoffl e
to the municipal authorities or miiitia oil, era, aid
who shall be enrolled at some place within then city,

Diarrhnpa

does

before the surgeons appersonally
such surgeon
issue on cer-

8LCOXD.

active, healthy condition, as
CLEM'S SUMMER CURE.

That for a Tightness or
Pains in the side, or a long
remedy is

himself

companies

—AMD—

CI.EM S

present

pointed

LARGE and Fashionable Stock of the above ar*
tich** mav be found at this establishment, com*
prising everv description for a traveling outfit.
d6m
J. R. DURAN.
July 30,1^52.

Courage

d& w*jrn7

Eclectic medical

ANDROSCOGGIN RAILROAD.

ZW V ou

at his office.

seen

No. 309 Congress Street, Portland.

Junc23dtf

ash

PH1KT1H6

Establishment

day,

1 27j® 1 26
4 40 (0 4 46

Tackle.
Fishing
Revolver*,

June 23.

may be

employed

2 25 (g 2 75
3 00 (a 4 00
2 60 g 3 00

Wool.
Fleece.
Lamb*.
Zinr.
Fig* and *lab*.
Sheet Moka!maim.

Stages leave Bath daily (Sundays excepted) at 3.00
T. M., on arrival of train from Portland and
Boston,
for Wiscauet, Damariscotta, Waldoboro’, Rockland
and Thomaston.
Stages leave Augusta daily (Sundays excepted), for
Belfast, on arrival of train from Portland and Boston.
Tickets sold in Boston for all the stations on the
Kennebec ft Portland, Androscoggin, and Somerset
ft Kennebec Roads.
Freight trains run daily betw’cen Augusts and Portland.
B. If. CUSHMAN,
Manager and Superintendent.

EI1IE

at»n

character.
Certificates from numerous of his patients
will testify to his successful operation.*, all of which

STAGE CONNECTIONS.

Via Buffalo, Dunkirk,

BOOK
m

similarly

8.45 A. M. train lor Lowell and Boston.
Leave Portland on Saturdays, at 8.15 I*. 31., on arrival of train from Boston, for Bath and
Augusta.

STAGE

THE

had formed and covered the entire eyes. This was
removed by Dr. Boynton, and the hoy’s eye-sight is
now entirely restored, and his
eyes stronger than ever before.
This should he known to all persons who
are
afflicted. Although I understand that
the Doctor has for many years, in his
operations on
these delicate organs—the eye and ear, net with eminent success, he has not deemed it
necessary to keep
blazing before the public his surgical skill in this particular part of his profession, but ha* been silently
performing cures, many of them of a remarkable

drawn by non-exempted men.
^
dH
Hixth—The following persons, viz:
The Vice President of tin* United States;
The officers, judicial and executive, of'the UnifflHr
States;
Tin- member* of both houses of C’ongreas and their
respeqgBfcc officers; custom house officers and their
clerk#.: inspectors of export*; pilots, and m*gineis

1100(31160
12 76(013 25
9 25

completed.

hours uutil the draft is

the quota of the company lias been obtained, shall constitute the dratted quota of said
company, and shall be held accordingly, and thus the
Quota is to be completed from the lowest numbers

GO
60
46
70
66
60

ft
ft

0 00

l»d»a.
Varnish.
Furniture Varnish..
Coach Varnish.
Damar Varnish.
Wood.
Hard, retail.

bbls25

23
3

Si«rr«*
keg«)
g*t.
ritch((.'oal Tar).

70

30

••

\u«nl
Tur (in

@

65

*'

a*k

42
r/i
62
45
75

••

9 26

I.umber—1'roin the yard.
Clear Pino—.No. 1.$38 60 300 00
No. 2
34 00 Son 00

T

65 ft
43 c«$

.w.-r,

Fifth—Tlie men who shall not be exempt from liability to enrolment (such exemption to be determined
as hereinafter provided) against whose names
upon
the record thus made by the clerk, shall be found the
lowest number commencing at oue (1) and going
upwards until

75 ® 1 00
75 ® 1 00
00 <y
75
45 (g
59

Balelng.

lOj
21
241
24
26
75

«)

221®
25' ®

American Calf Skins.
Slaughter Wax heather.

,,i"°.

MUno

9
6

6j<sl

ABiinnf

fort* 6 o'clock, 1*. 31., it will be continued on the next
day, between the hours of 9 o’clock, A. 31., and 5
o’clock, P. 31., and from day to day between the

13
13

12J

Tens.
Tea. Hyson
Tea, 1 ouiir Hyson.
Tea. Oolong.
Tea, Souchong.
Tebncra*
6’s and 10’* best brands.
6'* and 10** medium.
6'fc and 10*» common.
half j>d*. best brands.
half jhIk. medium good.
half jmIj*. common.
Natural Ixaf, ixls.
Fancy, in Foil.
Tin.
Banca, cash.
Strait*, cash.
1*1 ate*—
Char. I. C.
*! I *.
< °ke.
Twine.
Cotton Sail.
Flax

Orderly Sergeant.
Vlllirfh_II 11,1. ol^uv.

10i
12
111
13

121ft

No"**1.

er

nid. wts.

*x,n

913

jgl

121

laird.
Barrel, p lb.
Kegs, p lb.
leather.
New York, light.
"

P

none

In persons of all ages, no medicine has ever come to
the knowledge of the public, that so effectually does
It work aud at the same time leaves the bowels in an

<v

",

none
9 ,®
fU
91®
11 ®
91®
m®

]21

™

Shingles, Cedar, extra.
"
No. 1.

gi

Yellow.
.Sugar, Extra 1 el low.
Sugar, Muscovado.
in bond.
Sugar,
Sugar, Havana Brown.
Sugar,
White.
Sugar, New Orleans.
Sugar, CrnalMMl
Sugar, Granulated.
Sugar, l’owdercd.
Tnllew*
American refined...

by

Mayor

25
00
25

(wj

8

Shipping I.nmber.
Spruee
Hemlock.
Box Shooks, (cash).
Clapboard,, 8 extra.

® 2 25

fr

16

No. 3
No. 4.

25
25
90
80
20
16

6irc

fit®

Iron, English.
Iron, Russia.
Iron, Russia, im't.

Pipe.

24)

DIARRIKEA OR DYSENTERY

Spring.

••.

42

931

Steel.
English Blis. Steel.

Rig, P 100 lb.

Su.L'ar, Portland A.

Howes’
16
on 1

3i

Herman

Foreign

yj

<g

Sagnr.

^

15 3

■.

American

14 no
14 HO

5
3
09 a
10
1 1x1 <t 1 70
1 15 y, 1 25
90 a; 1 00
75
pp
40
70

o

"

alphabetical

18

7}g

a,‘ar.v.

Trout & other

6i

3 00 fo 8
2 50 a 0
8 00
8

:

First—He will cause a box of suitable size for the
purpose to be prepared, and will place therein iu
presence of the company, as many slips of paper as
there are names on the roll of hi* company, exclusive
of officers elect, aud upon the slip* shall be written, in letters and not figure#, the number* from
one to that which expresses the entire number of
men iu the
company, each slip haviug one number
written thereon. The box shall then be closed, and
the papers therein thoroughly shaken up, when a
draft shall be made therelrom under his direction iu
the mode here prescribed.
Second—The name* ou the company roll shall then
be ealled in
order
the Orderly Sergeant. and each man, n# Tit# name iscalled, shalf draw
one slip of sapor from the box, which he shall
pass
to the Clerk, who shall read aloud the number thereon, and record the same upon a roll previously prepared by him for that purtkosc, upon a blank furnished from this office, opposite the name of the person
drawing the same, until every •lip shall have been
drawn from the box, aud iu case where an enrolled
member of the company shall not be present, or “hall
neglect or refuse to draw upon his name being called,
the Orderly Sergeant shall designate some member
of the compauy to draw for him.
Third—When there is more than one company in a
and Aldermen of the city,
city or town, the
aud the Selectmen of the towns, arc authorized and
requested, immediately upon receiving information
of their quotas, to apportion the same
equally between the several companies, haviug respect to the
number* borne upon the rolls. If such municipal
officers shall neglect or refuse to perform the above
service in making the aforesaid apportionment, the
draft will nevertheless be proceeded with, in the
manner above described, aud notice of the facts
should be immediately forwarded to this office by the

5!

§

2 00

Top.

On

companies,

lowing

to
12 ho
13 on
11 (X)

g.w«d«.
b«r»»Jr-

Sheet
Sheet
Sheet

,n|ento.

Sffd*.
Herds Grass.
futorn Clover.

%

10 ® 4 38
50 (a 7 25

7
6>

40 ®
24
24 ®
24 3
80 C®
75 ®
18 ®
15 <®

J;u,,"cg«.

17 00 r«r3o 00
30 00 ^35 00
4
6

8)

12

Pepper.

95
«
w
72
d
70
d
fQ
a 19 00
^,24 00

70

8Ua)
6j®

Ginger,(Africa).

44

2 76
2 37)
2 37)
1 25
20

6}3
,3

Ginger, (Itace).

Ht*mp

6}

61®

Portland for Bath and Augusta at LOOP. 31.,
connecting at Brunswick with the Androscoggin
trains for stations on that road: and at Augusta with
the Somerset & Kennebec Railroad for Watervillo,
Kendall’s Mills and Skowhegan, and at Kendall’s
Mills with the Penobscot & Kennebec Road for Pittsfield, Newport and Bangor; arriving same night.
Monday Morning aud Saturday Evening Train$.
On 31ouday traius leave Augusta at 6.30 A. 31., and
Bath at 0.30 A. 31., for Portland, connecting with the

Augusta, April, 1862.

uti-

great pa-

tience and perseverance, w ith his electrical treatment
and with other curatives, he was able to lift hi* eyelids, when it was discovered that a false membrane

nesday

00 ® 9 60

6

Cloves.

76
63
37
87
87
25
37
60
2

9

...

<

7}

12}

follows:

make a true aud faithful record of the
proceedings of
the company at such meeting* for making
the draft
as are hereinafter
provided, blanks for which appointment, and certificate of oath aforesaid will be seasonably furnished from this office.
II. The time of meeting of companies of militia
for the purpose of making such draft, shall be Wedthe third day of September next at nine
o'clock in The forenoon, and notice of the time and
place of meeting (the latter to lie designated by the
Orderly Sergeant) shall he given in manner aud form
as for the election of officers, but there shall be at
least twenty-four hours’ notice given. At such meetthe Orderly Sergeant will
ing of said
cause a draft to be made tnercfroin in manner fol-

45

2 50 ®
2 12k®
J
2
1 20 ®

as

The Orderly Sergeants of the respective commilitia shall each appoint a memcompany to be Clerk, who shall be sworn
before some Justice of the Peace of the County, to

11
6

6J®

ordered

I.

8 60

@

hereby

is

of enrolled
panies
ber of their

17

6}@

Soap. Loathe 4 Gore's, Trowbridge
4 Smith’s Extra No. 1 p lb
Soap, Family do.
Soap No. 1.
Soap, Eagle No. 1.
Soap, Star.
Soap, Castile.
Soap, Crane's.
Spier*.
Cassia p lb.

$

6s
no
17 00
22 00

ran.
( ntninnn

Refined

7
6
0
6
6
7
7
4

8 75}

8 60

Sort, 1961.

"

&

6 87
4 25

v,.

leuow Corn.
Corn, Mixed.

87 % 6 12}
12
6 25
60 (w 6 76
00 a 0 25
60 d 7 60
60 d 5 75

7 ®
12 ®
9 ®
41®
60 (§

discharged—it

first.

6
15
8

w

42

Soap.

none

Eye.
South

10}

sooner

OVAL!

“FOR a long time the bov's eve-lid* had
been entirely closed. 11 ia case was consid-

almost hopeless. The bov wa* put
{P0pM*ered
der the care or Dr. IV, and alter

Leave

7}

21®

p lb.
Ram.
Bum, Portland distilled.
Salrrnlua.
Saleratus p B).
Salt.
Suit, Turk's Is., p hhd. (8 bus.)_
Salt, Liverpool.
Salt, Cadiz.
Sacks Salt.
Ground Butter Salt.
Starch.
Starch, Pearl.
Starch, Potato.
Shat—p 100 lbs...

3?

02 «g

Quercitron Bark.

will leave daily, (Sunfollows:
Bath.
and Boston, at 11.16 A.
M., connecting at Brunswick with the Androscoggin
Railroad for Lewiston, Livermore Falls, Wilton and

12.
1 26

R E M

who

a

Of
show:

Passenger trains

excepted) as
—-vyWwiys
lor
Portland

HEAD QUARTERS,
Adjutant General'* Ofpice, 1
Augusta, Aug. 16, 1862. J
GENERAL ORDER No. 32.
A requisition having been made
upon the Governor and
Conimaudcr-ln-Chief, by the President of
the United States, for nine thousand six hundred
and nine (9669) able-bodied men, to be drafted from
the enrolled militia of the State, for the service of
the United States, to serve for nine mouth* unless

cured.

was cured by
boy
DK. II. J. IH)VM O\,
Scrofulous Ophthalmia, as the following facta will

Farmington.

6 ®
12 ®
00 ®

Remarkable Case of

A

Commenced April 14th, 18*2.

50
60

12

7

iim\n\ess

SL'MMKK A U HANG KM ENT.

Ulj|l
Auyiif.ni

PRINTING.

_MEDICAL.

KENNEBEC AND PORTLAND R. R.

75 ® 8 00
75 S 3 00

Bice

1

MAINE.

00 (tt) 0 00
50
oo
50 ® 8 75

Rice.

lj

Wood..

Peach
Red

1

Pickles, p bri.

00
00

13 *g
4 leg
02 aj

Camwood.
Fustic. Cuba.
Savau villa,.

RAILROADS.
__

STATE OF

12 00 ®14 00
12 60 n 13 00
14 (XI fal4 60
15 60 «16 00
14 (H> <U4 60
13 00 a 13 50
14 60 <®15 00
11 00 fall 50

Lamb.
Turkics.

20
00

&

OFFICIAL.

1 on ® 1 85
1 50 a, 1 65
6 00 (® 6 60

liar.!..

Dye woods*

shall be satisfied that they are
buying
at the lowest price.
Shop on Forest Avenue, near

v

0 00
0 00

6jo}
6?<cg
3 \cg

Indigo, Manilla, tine.
Madder.

Oakum, American.
Oil.
l‘ortland Kerosene Illaminat'g Oil
Machine.
Clarine.

Offlc

g
g

08 @
15 (jg
17 c«t>
22 ^g
4 eg

Camphor.
Tartar.

Logwood

0 00

1 20

Sal Soda.

On liii in.

FROM
and
Poat

0

@ 8 75
w

12?^

Cream

GOOD

Evergreen Cemetery,
3'

8?

15?^

Sulphur.

•'

AUTUMN SESSION will commcDce Sept.
Stli, uud Continue 15 weeks.
Prior to July 21st. full information can lie obtained
of the Principal, 349 Congress street. Hours from
8 m.» 1 o’clock, except Saturdays. Alter that time
application may be made at 40 State Street.
Portland, June 23, 1832.
2a\vl<»w

9

18 @
15? a)
10? 5

Brimstone (roll.).
Bi Carb. Soda.

_

CONGRESS STREET SERIN
ARY,

Stevens’Plains.
je30—3m

50
00
00
00

Ru^ia.

■'

A_A

do

Pninla.
Portland Load, in oil,.
Lewis Lead,
*'
Boston Lead,
French Zinc,
American Zinc,
Bochollc, Yellow.
F"f Von. Bed.

veal.

Manilla.
Cement—per hbl.
Drags and Dyes*
Alum.
Aloes.
Arrow Root.
Borax.

bhoet and

It is a vain thing for you to stick
your finger in the water, and, pulling it out, look for a
hole; it is equally vain to sup]K)se that, however large a space
you may occupy, the world
will miss you when you die.

ARMY

8
8
8
8

lead.

action.

an

111
00

8j@

do.

"

was

2 87

8 <eg

Cordage, Mauilla.

In the year

F-Upnon'

§

86(®

Cordage*
Cordage, American.
Cordage, Russia.

en

procured a cow’s tail from a tannery,
and very ingeniously
splicing it on the stump,
started on his journey. The owner of the cow
happened to be one or the passengers on the
ferry-boat, and his eye falling upon the eow he
stepped up to the thief, and said: “If that cow
had no tail I would be willing to swear she was
mine. The passengers all
began to assemble
together, when the thief, for fear of a closer extook
from
his
amination,
pocket a large knife,
and cut the tail off above the
splice, and threw
it into the Narragansett Bay,
exclaiming in an
angry tone, and looking the owner square in
the face, “Now, damn
you, she has no tail—
claim her!” The proof was
positive that the
cow had a
t^il, and the owner hail nothing
more to say.
Alter the thief had returned
his wife asked him how he had made out with
the stump tail. “Oh,” says
he, “I flxed all
that. First, I retailed her, and
then, in the
presence of her owner, I curtailed her!”

15

11 @

Coal, Lehigh.
Coal, Franklin.
Coffee*
Coffee, Java p tb.
Coffee, St. Domingo.
Coffee, Rio
Coffee, Mocha.

professions,

which he

20

(S)
(eg

2 62

Whiteasli.

Coal

MISCELLANY,

1810, a noted cow-thief had stoleseveral,1 cows in the back part of the State
of Rhode Island, and among the number was
one that had uo tail,
nothing but a slump. As
he was about to start for Wickforil, to hike the
boat for Newport in order to
dispose of his
stock, his wife suggested to him that the stump
-tail cow might lead to his
detection, to avoid

17
14

2 75 (2) 3 00
3 00 to 3 121

Coal. Cumberland p ton.

~

What is the Use.—When public
opinion
set* in a general and very decided current one
what
is
the
use
in
wav,
trying to make onosselr miserable by running out against it, noththan
the
fact that the presing being plainer
ent time is no time at all to make
proselytes to
this cause or that, if it happens to stand
opto the general view ?
What
is the use
posed
in a
young man's defying even what he know s
to be the narrow prejudices of his
employers,
and giving himself up to dissipation and revwhen
he
must see for himself that such a
elry,
course is sure to lose him both friends and
position in a very little time.
W hat is the use in feeling bad because acquaintances, and even former friends, have impulsively turned their backs on their former
when the act is no wavs to tie
laid at your door, hut would have occ’ured all
the same to any other person, whether I tetter
or worse tlian yourself?
What is the use in
saying that you mean to be happy, and cheerful and contented, and all that, after
you have
got together about so much money, when you
are entirely uncertain about
making a do’llar
above your actual wants as
long as you live,
and cannot tell, at the very best, if
you were
going to be allowed to keep your money after
getting it or not ?
What is the use of borrowing trouble, cursing the bridge befoyc you come too it, and
even after it has
safely carried you over, too ?
W'hat is the use in wasting
your energies
by giving place to useless lamentations and despair, when you need nothing so much as to
husband all your resources and strength at
the present time, against the new
days to
come when you will be called
upon to employ
your powers to advantage ? In fine, what is
the use of being uneasy and fretful at all ?
Why not take things about as they come ?

40

Coni—(Retail.)

O. A. S. B.

CtTRious Mirror.—Among the curiosities
exhibited in the last Paris Exposition, and
promised for ours, was a huge concave mirror,
the instrument of a startling species of optical magic. On standing close to the mirror,
and looking into it, it presents
nothing but a
magnificently monstrous dissection of your
own physiognomy.
On retiriug a little, say a
couple of feet, it gives your own face and figure in true
proportion, hut reversed, the head
downward. Most of the spectators, ignorant
of anything else, observe these two effects, and
pass on. But retire still further; standing at
a distance of five or six feet from the
mirror,
and behold, you see yourself, not a reflection,
it does not appear like a reflection—hut your
veritable self, standing in the middle part, between you and the mirror. The effect is almost appalling, from the idea it
suggests of
soinethiug supernatural; so startling, in fact,
that men of the strongest nerves will shrink
involuntarily at the first view. If you raise
your cane to thrust at your other self, you will
see it pass clean through the body, and
appear
on the other side, the figure
thrusting at you
at the same instant
The artist who first succeeded iu finishing a mirror of this description
brought it to one of the French kings—if we
recollect aright, it was Louis XV., placed his
majesty on the right spot, and bade him draw
his sword, and thrust at the figure he saw.—
The king did so; but seeing the point of a
sword directed to his own breast, threw down
his weapon and ran away. The practical joke
cost the Inventor the king's
patronage anti favor; his majesty being afterwards so ashamed
of his own cowardice, that he could never
again look at the mirror or its owner.—[English paper.

35 ^

Brans*

Who’s armed for the battle? equipped for the race?
Not standing for honors, nor waiting for place?
O thine, gentle sister! thy brother and mine,
fchall leap for the conflict, and fall into line!

going!

100.

Butter*
Blitter, Family p lb.
Butter, Store.

Who’s going to the battle? whose brother and friend?
Whose husband—whose sow will his country defend?
O thine, noble mother, and mine, shall be there!
The toil and the strife, and the glory to share!

All

the Prehr to August 27th.

Ashes*
Ashes Pearl

for

The fate of
f

musket—disdaining

rescue

for

■

"Who’s going to the battle? O, valiant and true!
"Who's ready to fight for the red, white and blue?
Who’ll shoulder his

Neatsfoot Oil.
Onions—per bbl.

Portland Wholesale Price* Current.
to

80 ®
85
1 60 ® 1 (30
1 66 .g 1 TO
1 06 p 1 12
2 75 i® 3 00
4 tw
4}

Olive Oil.
Castor Oil.

_

ARK AT-

AXD

ALL SORTS OF HAND BILLS.

Style,

III. A HE'S,
No. 30 UNION STREET.
Aud will bo sold cheaper than at any other place iu
the city.

PROGRAMMES,

I’ortland. June 26, ISO.

daw

II.

ROBES FURNISHED TO ORDER.
-C. II. B. also manufactures-

SHOW-CASKS, DESKS. A YD DRAWER-WORK,
I Of every description, including Taylor’s Self| Si’peoRTtNo Drawer, the ties! Kind ever made.
63T All orders for Repairing Furniture. VarnishChair beating, Glazing, Ice.,
ing,
JtuSltf
promptly attended to.

Upholstering,

XF

YOU

-WANT TH1-

Best

Ambrotype

or

Photograph,

not fail to call at No. 27 Market Square, where
they take PERFECT LIKENESSES, and warrant satisihctiuu, at pricer vhirli defy competition.

DO

N. B.—Large Ambrotype* ■m/p

TRASK At

leafs.

LEWIS,

Market Square, h’d Preble St.
dtf
July 14th, 1862

